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1 How to use this pack
This Health, Safety, Environment (HSE) and Rail Pack is designed to assist you to understand your
obligations while performing work at John Holland (JH) workplaces.
This Pack informs subcontractors of JH requirements including:

• Global Mandatory Requirements (GMR);
• Work Health and Safety legislation
• Rail safety legislation
• Environment legislation; and
• Health, Safety, Rail and Environment expectations outlined in the Work Health & Safety Management
Plan, Environment Management Plan and Rail Safety Management Plan.
This Pack outlines clear deliverables and conveys how to

implement the WHS and Environment

requirements contained within the Subcontract and its Schedules. Without limiting the generality of any other
provisions of this subcontract, the subcontractor must comply with the provisions of any Act and Regulation
made under the Act, Codes and Draft Codes of Practice including industry standards issued which are
relevant to any part of the work under the subcontract.
Please note: ‘Act’ means the State and or Commonwealth Act (including associated regulations) applicable
to the relevant State or Territory jurisdictions of Australia, or Federal jurisdiction, where the subcontractor
has attained accreditation by the Office of the Federal Safety Commissioner.
Throughout this Pack, the words ‘shall’ and ‘must’ have been used to indicate a mandatory requirement.
The word ‘should’ has been used to indicate a preferred approach.

2 About the project
The Gold Coast Light Rail (GCLR) project is entering its third stage of construction for this world class public
transport system. This hugely successful light rail system has transformed the Gold Coast, creating an
integrated multi-modal network that connects more people to more places in one of Australia’s most dynamic
and fastest growing cities.
GCLR Stage 3 involves a 6.7km extension of the light rail system from Broadbeach South to Burleigh Heads,
including eight new stations and the procurement of additional Light Rail Vehicles (LRVs). It will also include the
upgrade and expansion of existing depot and stabling facilities, a new light rail-bus interchange at Burleigh
Heads and Miami, and supporting works and improvements including signalised traffic intersections and
upgrades, new signalised pedestrian crossings and upgraded pedestrian and cycle facilities.
Building on the successes of Stages 1 and 2 the project follows the below objectives:


Develop a transport system that is coordinated and fully integrated with other modes as part of a broader
public transport network for the Gold Coast



Connect key activity centres across the city with fast, frequent and reliable public transport services



Reduce congestion and bottlenecks on Gold Coast’s road network, particularly on major transport
corridors and the M1 motorway



Grow public transport patronage and mode share through high quality, value for money services that
provide an attractive alternative to private vehicle usage



Provide a catalyst for planned Gold Coast urban developments that are centred around sustainable
transport
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3 How we will communicate with you
Correspondence between John Holland and subcontractors will be via Asite. Subcontractors must provide
ready access to Asite to all subcontractor management and supervisory personnel.

4 How you will communicate with sub-subcontractors
If subcontractors intend to engage additional entities (sub-subcontractors) to deliver work on their behalf,
the subcontractor is responsible for communicating the requirements contained in this document to all
additional entities engaged under the subcontractor.
Subcontractors must conduct documented surveillance activities on all entities engaged by the
subcontractor to ensure the effective implementation of the John Holland Safety, Quality and Environmental
management system.
John Holland reserves the right to stop works by subcontractor or sub-subcontractors if it believes there has
been a failure in the implementation of this document by the subcontractor, communication
breakdown/failure between the subcontractor, sub-subcontractor or John Holland or any other circumstance
that would suggest the subcontractor has not effectively monitored the activities of the sub-subcontractor
entity.

5 What happens if you don’t comply
The requirements outlined within this document form part of your subcontract with John Holland and are an
inherent part of implementing a robust safety, quality and environmental management system.
Subcontractors who cannot demonstrate compliance with the requirements in this document may be
removed from site and have payment withheld until compliance is achieved.

6 Legislation and Regulations
The Subcontractor must comply with and be able to demonstrate implementation of the following:

• The conditions of the Subcontract (including Schedules) as relate to WHS and Environment
• all Laws applicable to the work being undertaken
– which shall include the provisions of any Work Health Safety Act/ Regulation, Rail Safety National

Law, or approved Code of Practice) including the harmonised Work Health and Safety (WHS) laws
effective from their date of commencement by Government proclamation)

• the John Holland WHS, Environment and Rail Standards (Global Mandatory Requirements)
• the John Holland Subcontractor Health, Safety, Environment & Rail Pack
• the John Holland Workplace Health and Safety Management Plan
• the John Holland Project Environment Management Plan
• the John Holland Work Health Safety Policy
• the John Holland Environment and Heritage Policy
• the John Holland Safety, Quality Environment Risk Management procedures
• agreed fatigue management guidelines or procedures
• any policy or procedures of the Principal (communicated to the Subcontractor via John Holland or
otherwise) relating to safety and public health (including, without limitation, work health and safety)
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• any other requirements that John Holland may reasonably prescribe with respect to health and safety
or related matters, including site safety rules

• consultative requirements established on the Site for health and safety consultation
• The Subcontractor is for the purposes only of the Commonwealth Work Health Safety Act 2011:
• the PCBU engaging workers (whether under a contract of employment or otherwise) for the work under
the Subcontract; and

• an occupier (to the exclusion of Principal and John Holland) of the Site and all parts of the Project
required to undertake the Works, and shall undertake all the duties and responsibilities of a PCBU and
the occupier of a workplace as set out in the Act or any other legislation or authority requirements
relating to occupational health and/or safety or welfare.
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7 Our Global Mandatory Requirements
The John Holland Global Mandatory Requirements (GMRs) identify the key HSE and rail risks we are
exposed to across our business and provide clarity on how these risks must be managed.
The purpose of the GMRs is to protect the lives of the people with work with and the environments we work
in.
The GMRs are the John Holland Health, Safety, Wellbeing, Environment and Rail Standards. They play a
critical role in the way we perform our work and sit above the Manuals, Management Plans and Procedures
in the John Holland Integrated Management System (IMS). The GMRs apply to all John Holland personnel,
Contractors, Subcontractors, JV Partners, Visitors and Workplaces where the John Holland Management
System is being used.
The GMRs are made up of 10 key risks that would result in significant consequence if not appropriately
managed. These risks are outlined below:

Refer Appendix 1 for Global Mandatory Requirement details.
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8 Our Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) Behaviours
John Holland promote a set of behaviours expected of all personnel to drive a strong safety and
environmental performance culture.
HSE behaviours are introduced at workplace induction and implemented throughout delivery. HSE
behaviours are applicable to all personnel, regardless of the employing entity. The HSE behaviours
framework is shown below.

The framework details a set of behaviours that are expected of ‘Everyone’, ‘Supervisors’ and ‘Managers’.
The four themes, Standards, Communications, Risk Management and Involvement are pivotal to
establishment of a robust workplace culture, and support John Holland’s vision.
There are twelve sets of behaviours across each of the three employment types, and the four themes, all of
which are interdependent. Each of the twelve sets of behaviours are supported by a set of positive and
negative statements that provide practical guidance on expectations.
What you must deliver

– Support the implementation of the HSE Behaviours throughout your workforce
Documents to use

– HSE Behavioural Framework

9 Our key risks
This Subcontractor HSE & R Pack has been developed with consideration of high-risk construction work as
defined by Safe Work Australia, the scope and proposed construction methodology of the project. The scope
of work involves the following key risks.
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Uncontrolled interaction between Plant – Plant or
Plant – People due to restricted working areas,
crossovers with high traffic pedestrian pathways,
Plant & People Interface

poor worksite coordination or equipment
deficiencies.
Release of stored energy due to poor services
identification and protection, redundant supply
feeds or poor design

Isolation

Poor planning of work methodology results in
exposure to live edges (above and below ground)
Work at Height

due to evolving construction program
Significant demand for desired Plant and
Equipment and competent operators results in
inappropriate compromises Plant & Equipment

Plant & Equipment

standards and competency requirements
Collision with High and Low voltage electrical
services (above and below ground) due to poor

Electrical Safety

route planning, evolving construction environment
or communication breakdown
Dropped loads or rig collapse due to inappropriate
lifting techniques, operator competencies or
equipment failure

Lifting

Failure of temporary works due to inadequate
design, failure to verify design or damage by
Temporary Works

mobile plant and equipment operating in close
proximity to temporary works
Failure to manage wellbeing at a workplace can
result in adverse health effects for our people
including fatigue, stress, mental health conditions

Wellbeing

as well as alcohol and drug abuse.
Inadequate planning or failure to comply with

Environmental Approvals/Permits

approval and permit conditions results in adverse
impacts to the environment and/or potential
regulatory action
Undertaking work outside of approved working

Out of Hours Work

hours, failure to undertake work in accordance with
Project approvals
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Failing to implement appropriate task lighting,
Night Works

fatigue management and emergency
preparedness fo night works.
Failing to comply with approved Traffic

Work In/Adjacent to Live Traffic

Management controls and exposing workers to live
un-controlled traffic.

Undertaking work outside of approved clearing
Clearing

zones. Failure to undertake work in accordance
with Project approvals
Failure to implement and maintain adequate

Erosion and Sediment Control

erosion and sediment controls resulting in
deposition of sediment downslope or downstream
of works
Uncontrolled discharge of water from site not in
accordance with approved water quality objectives,

Water Discharges

inadequacy of water management and treatment
equipment (detention basins, pumps and hoses)
Incorrect, or unauthorised storage transport,

Waste Management

treatment or disposal of waste
Inadequate planning and/or control measures

Heritage Management

result in damage to heritage places or items

Noise, Vibration and Light Escape

Generation of noise, vibration or light exceeding
documented limits or controls
Inadequate planning, control measure or

Flora and/or Fauna

inappropriate work practices result in harm to
fauna and/or fauna

Dust, Odour and Emissions to Air

Discharge of pollutant to atmosphere resulting in
adverse impacts on sensitive receivers
Exposure, lack of containment or poor

Acid Sulphate Soils

management of acid sulphate soils
Spill of ecotoxic or hazardous materials

Contamination of Land or Groundwater

(hydrocarbons, chemicals, effluent, contaminated
materials) to land and/or water
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Inadequate cleaning of plant or importation of
Weeds and Pathogens

material contaminated with weeds and/or
pathogens

9.1 Rail Key Risks
Breaches of network operating rules that are implemented to separate
plant and people from live rolling stock risks on an operational railway.
Implementation of incorrect rules for the work on track being
Trackworker Safety

undertaken.
Inadequate separation of people and rail mounted equipment/rolling
stock, without appropriate in field protection and or warning, resulting
in a collision with people on track.
Limits of authority exceeded by construction rolling stock working
under possession/occupation arrangements into operational running

Limits of Authority Breaches

lines or adjacent worksites resulting in a collision with other vehicles or

(SPADS)

people.
Limits of authority exceeded by operational rolling stock and entering a
worksite resulting in a collision with people or construction rolling stock.
Incorrect operation of construction rolling stock or a rolling stock failure

Rolling Stock Collisions

resulting in a collision with other people, infrastructure or rolling stock
operating on the same network or worksite. In adequate safe operating
distance resulting in a collision with rolling stock travelling in convoy.
Incorrect operation of construction rolling stock that results in a
derailment including the collision with trackside equipment that causes

Rolling Stock Derailments

the rolling stock to derail.
Operating rolling stock on track infrastructure that is not adequately
constructed or certified to allow the safe operation of rolling stock.
Rolling stock critical safety and braking system failure that results in a
rolling stock runaway and an eventual collision or derailment.
Incorrect on or off tracking of road rail vehicle type rolling stock that

Rolling Stock Runaway

results in a runaway and an eventual collision or derailment.
Non-Complaint rolling stock that does not have failsafe braking or
safety critical systems designed to prevent uncontrolled movement,
that results in a runaway and an eventual collision or derailment.
Failure to identify and manage the risks associated with a change in
methodology, modification of plant, equipment and or rolling stock,

Change Management

operational requirements, environmental changes or unforeseen
changes to the work being undertaken resulting in a serious incident or
injury.
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Failure to identify fatigue risks and implement the correct controls in
accordance with the JH Fatigue Risk Management Framework.
Fatigue Management
Fitness for Work

Failure to manage fatigue risks related to unforeseen changes in shift
duration or working conditions.
Personnel presenting unfit for for work, impeded by alcohol, drugs and
or fatigue, resulting in damage to plant, equipment, rolling stock,
infrastructure and or personnel injury
Resources utilised on projects or in operations that do not hold the
correct competencies or have not demonstrated the required

Competency Management

knowledge to undertake the task or role required.
Breach of John Holland requirements related to having verified as
competent plant and rolling stock operators to operate high risk
equipment.

Uncontrolled Rail Movement

Uncontrolled release of energy when working with rail under tension
that could result in significant injury.

10 Key John Holland contacts
Position

Name

Project Director

Russ Beynon

Construction Manager

Cade Webber

Commercial Manager

Jon Farmer

Contact Details

Phone: 0418 412 867
Email: russ.beynon@jhg.com.au
Phone: 0438 552 343
Email: cade.weber@jhg.com.au
Phone: 0410 158 086
Email: jon.farmer@jhg.com.au
Phone: 0451 083 661

Safety Manager

Rob Naughton

Email:
robert.naughton@jhg.com.au

Environment Manager

Jake Tobin

Sustainability Manager

Jake Tobin

Phone: 0428 108 297
Email: jake.tobin@jhg.com.au
Phone: 0428 108 297
Email: jake.tobin@jhg.com.au
Phone: 0427 430 314

Procurement Manager

Kathy Nielsen

Email:
kathy.nielsen@jhg.com.au

Superintendent:
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11 Key responsibilities
In performing the work under the Subcontract, the Subcontractor shall comply with:
a) The John Holland Workplace Health & Safety Management Plan, Rail Safety Management Plan,
Environmental Management Plan, Quality Management Plan, Traffic Management Plan and the
relevant components provided to the Subcontractor in this pack which will contain:
i.

Relevant John Holland Policies;

ii.

Key Workplace hazards/issues

iii.

Management structure/contract details

iv.

Works Planning and Risk Management requirements

v.

Incident Management

vi.

Health and Safety Management and Consultation Arrangements

vii.

JHG Standards i.e. Global Mandatory Requirements; and

viii.

Relevant Project Inductions & Training

b) Any policy or procedure of the Principal relating to safety and public health including, without limitation,
work health and safety, rail safety, environment and sustainability.
Subcontractors have the following responsibilities:
Position Title

Overall Description and Responsibilities

Project/Site

Nominate a person responsible for WHS & Rail Safety

Manager

Nominate a person responsible for environment management
Ensure that all pre-mobilisation tasks are completed
Communicate the requirements of this plan to all subordinates

Subcontractor

Ensure overall responsibilities for operational issues at the workplace

Supervisor

Implementing the relevant parts of this Subcontractor Pack

Health & Safety

Undertaking duties assigned under relevant Legislation

Committee (HSC)

Subcontractor representatives will be encouraged to actively participate in the HSC
meetings.

Health & Safety

Consult with employees and contractors on HSE issues and represent the views

Representative

and opinions of their designated workgroup

(HSR) or Deputy

Identify opportunities and recommendations to identified safety issues or reported

HSR

hazards.
Promote the work of the Committee which includes communicating meeting
outcomes and maintaining the HSE noticeboard
Completing actions assigned during meetings

Plant &

Ensuring that plant pre-use checks are completed prior to using the plant.

Equipment

Ensure all the Plant, including Hi-Rail plant has been through the JH acceptance

Operator

process through 3DS online safety system.
Ensuring your plant is fitted with the required site requirements including, a
broadband reversing alarm.
Plant items are operated in accordance with any training, supervisor or instruction.
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Competency of the operator has been verified within the last two years
Return to Work

Managing the rehabilitation of all injured workers

(RTW)

Develop appropriate return to work plans for injured workers and submit to JH

Coordinator

Identify and provide details of your company nominated GP

Subcontractor

Implement the requirements of the Environment Management System.

Environment

Ensures everyone on the Project complies with the environment requirements.

Representative

Collating and reporting of environment information, including tracking and reporting
of energy and water use and waste production
Lead the process for managing environmental risks
Lead the prevention of harm to the environment
Help others to understand the environment and how they can protect it
Seeks opportunities to improve our operations and reduce our impact

12 What we expect from you
This section outlines specific requirements that must be incorporated into your subcontractor management
system while performing work with John Holland. Each section provides specific deliverables and
documentation to be used.
Failure to comply with the provisions of these requirements shall constitute a fundamental breach of the
Subcontract.

12.1 Plant and Equipment

Refer John Holland Procedure Plant and Equipment (JH-MPR-PAE-001) and Rolling Stock Acceptance
(JH-RAIL-MPR-PAE-024) for any supplied rolling stock.
Plant operations on and off worksites must be planned and risk assessed with responsibilities allocated,
operator competencies assessed and verified, training provided, and records retained. John Holland
must approve every item of plant brought onto site. This approval will not relieve the Subcontractor of its
responsibility for that plant, and for the safe execution of work.
Before plant can be used on site there are a number of requirements that must be met:

• Notify John Holland in advance of all plant arriving to site.
• Complete and submit a John Holland a Plant Hazard and Risk Assessment through the John
Holland GCLR3 Portal on 3DS at least 5 days prior to the plant arriving to site.

• Supply John Holland with all plant evidence/documentation as detailed in Plant Documentation
Requirements (Section 7 of JH-MPR-PAE-001 Plant and Equipment Procedure) through the online
3DS portal.

• Complete and submit a Plant Pre-Acceptance Checklist (JH-FRM-PAE-001-01)
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• Provide John Holland with competency assessments for all operators conducted within the last 2
years (where no such competency assessment has been undertaken, refer to Section: ‘Site
Induction, Training and Verification of Competency’) through 3DS.

• For biosecurity reasons, plant arriving on site must be clean and free from soil and mud. John
Holland may request, as part of the site approval, certification that the plant is adequately clean.
What you must deliver

– Submit Plant Hazard Assessments or [Rollingstock Plant Hazard Risk Assessment

Worksheet] for each item of plant at least 5 days prior to the plant’s arrival date to site
through 3DS

– Submit copies of Plant Pre-acceptance Checklists through 3DS
– Submit Operator competency assessments, where completed within the last 2 years through
3DS under the Operator’sprofile.

Documents to use

– Plant Hazard Risk Assessment Worksheet (PHA) (JH-FRM-PAE-001-03)
– [Rollingstock Plant Hazard Risk Assessment Worksheet (JH-FRM-PAE-001-72)]
– Plant Pre-Acceptance Checklist (JH-FRM-PAE-001-01)

Vehicles and Deliveries
Refer John Holland Procedure Plant and Equipment (JH-MPR-PAE-001) and Procedural Appendix
Heavy Vehicle Chain – Chain of Responsibility (Section 1 of JH-MPR-PAE-007).
Refer also Section: ‘Plant and Equipment’.
Subcontractors shall ensure that all light vehicles brought to site are subject to the requirements of
Section: ‘Plant and Equipment’.
Subcontractors must ensure that all vehicles operated onsite are roadworthy, registered, insured, and
fitted with:

•

A working flashing amber beacon

•

Broadband (quacker) non-tonal reversing alarm

•

Minimum 1.5kg ABE fire extinguisher with current test tag, fitted in an easily accessible position

•

First aid kit

•

UHF radio

Heavy Vehicle Chain of Responsibility
Road registered vehicles with a gross vehicle mass over 4.5 tonnes are regulated under the Heavy
Vehicle National Law. Subcontractors must have systems in place to prevent breaches of road transport
laws when transporting goods. Regardless of their role in the transport chain, Subcontractors may be
liable for breaches in the following areas:

•

Exceeding vehicle mass and dimensions

•

Incorrect restraint and securing of loads

•

Exceedance of speed limits

•

Inadequate fatigue management
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Refer to John Holland Procedural Appendix Heavy Vehicle Chain – Chain of Responsibility (Section 1 of
JH-MPR-PAE-007) for further information.
What you must deliver

– Submit Plant Hazard Risk Assessment Worksheets, [or Rollingstock Plant Hazard Risk
Assessment Worksheet] through 3DS.

– Submit copies of Plant Pre-Acceptance Checklists through 3DS.
Documents to use

– Plant Hazard Risk Assessment Worksheet (PHA) (JH-FRM-PAE-001-03)
– [Rolling Stock Plant Hazard Risk Assessment Worksheet (PHA) (JH-FRM-PAE-001-72)]
– Plant Pre-Acceptance Checklists (JH-FRM-PAE-001-01)

12.2 Barricading & Signage

Refer John Holland Procedure Barricading and Signage (JH-MPR-WHS-014).
The selection of barricading and signage for a workplace must be determined through a risk assessment
process. The types of areas and/or conditions which would require barricading or signage may include,
but not be limited to:

• Areas for which hazards exist and entry is not permitted without express permission of a designated
coordinator (e.g. exclusive control area);

• Areas requiring delineation or segregation (e.g. high risk work activities, plant movements etc);
• Areas for which hazards exist and entry is restricted to authorised persons familiar with the hazards;
• Areas where access is permitted, however, caution is to be exercised by those gaining access;
• Areas where work is being conducted overhead;
• Laydown/storage areas (e.g. plant, equipment, hazardous substances/dangerous goods materials
etc);

• Control of traffic and pedestrians; and
−

Security and public access control.

Barricade Selection
The types of barricading used must be effective in preventing access and may include, but not be limited
to:

• Solid – barricade constructed of material and erected so that it cannot be walked through (i.e.
webbing or meshed plastic). These include:

−

Crowd control fence

−

Cyclone fence

−

Hoarding

−

Water barriers
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−

Jersey barriers

−

Para webbing

−

Temporary fence panels

• Hard – barricade constructed of scaffold tube or other materials (metal, timber) that do not flex.
• Soft – barricade constructed of plastic tape, chain etc. suspended from stands of fixed to structures
Refer to the John Holland Barricading and Signage Selection Matrix (Section 3 of JH-MPR-WHS014) for further guidance on the selection of appropriate barricading materials.

Barricading Activities
The following types of activities require barricading:

• Excavation, trenches and open penetrations;
• Work at height where a fall may occur or where dropped objects could pose a hazard to workers
below;

• Operation of mobile plant and equipment (including lift activities) where exclusion zones need to be
maintained;

• Activities involving interaction with the public (pedestrians and traffic thoroughfares)
• Incomplete structure erection;
• Hot works and welding;
• Open confined or restricted areas;
• Commissioning activities where exclusion zones need to be maintained; and
• Areas where specific environmental hazards exist (e.g. storm water).

Exclusive Control Zones
Areas that pose a significant and immediate risk to life and/or health and safety of workers must be
delineated and entry controlled at all times. Activities that require the implementation of an Exclusive
Control Zone include, but are not be limited to:

• Commissioning activities;
• Areas where work is being conducted overhead;
• Adjacent to the Light Rail corridor
• High voltage, radiation, pneumatic/hydrostatic testing.
Controls of such activities must be conducted by establishing exclusion zones. These zones must be
controlled by an Exclusion Control Officer (ECO) and entry to the zone prohibited for non-authorised
persons.

Signage Requirements
The following types of areas require signage in accordance with AS1319:1994 Safety Signs –
Specification for the occupational environment.

• Hazardous substances and dangerous goods storage areas;
• Pedestrian and traffic management;
• Construction worksites (at entry and on site);
• Electrical and mechanical hazardous areas;
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• Confined spaces;
• Areas where specific PPE is required;
• Emergency exits;
• Emergency equipment within buildings and structures;
• Utilities services (e.g. electrical, gas, water etc.)
Hazard information boards and/or information tags (attached to barrier in pedestrian positions) should be
used to advise workers about hazards associated within barricaded areas. Where implemented, hazard
information boards and information tags shall be used in conjunction with existing barricading and
signage arrangements.
Refer John Holland Barricading and Signage Selection Matrix (Section 3 of JH-MPR-WHS-014) for
further information on signage requirements.
What you must deliver

• Ensure appropriate barricading arrangements are selected via a risk assessment process,
and correctly implemented.

• Provide John Holland temporary works design and verification documentation for any
Temporary Fencing or Hoarding installed onsite.

• Supervisors are to ensure that barricaded and signed areas are appropriate and

effectively controlled before workers are permitted to access these areas. This activity
should be conducted daily before work commences.

Documents to use

• Barricading and Signage Selection Matrix (Section 3 of JH-MPR-WHS-014)
• Barricading and Signage Inspection Checklist (JH-FRM-WHS-014-01)
• Barricading and Signage Audit Tool (JH-FRM-SQE-002-13)
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12.3 Excavation and Trenching/ Ground Penetration

Refer John Holland Procedure Excavation and Trenching (JH-MPR-WHS-010).
Excavation includes any man-made cut, cavity, trench or movement or placement of soil or other surface
materials by removing, boring or forcing objects into the ground or earth surface. The term ‘excavation’
is used by John Holland for all of these activities.
Excavation is a high-risk activity; excavation failures and collapses have the potential to trap or engulf
workers and undermine nearby infrastructure. Excavation works may also expose workers to live
underground service hazards.
Excavation and trenching activities must be planned and controlled through the SQE Risk Management
process.

Excavation and Trenching Permit
The Subcontractor must raise an Excavation and Trenching Permit prior to commencing. Permits will be
valid for a maximum of 28 days from the service drawings date of issue.

Training
Role specific training must be provided to those workers involved in excavation and trenching activities,
including emergency response personnel and Permit Controllers.

Inspection of Excavation Works
Subcontractor Supervisors shall ensure daily inspections of excavation works are undertaken by
appropriately trained and competent persons prior to the commencement of work, as required throughout
the shift and after any hazard increasing occurrence such as a rainstorm.
Daily inspections of excavation works shall also be required where any protection systems are in use
(i.e. shields, shoring).
All inspections shall be recorded on the John Holland Excavation and Trenching Inspection Checklist
(JH-FRM-WHS-006-17).

What you must deliver
• Raise a John Holland Excavation and Trenching Permit
• Ensure all workers involved in excavation and trenching, including emergency response
personnel have undertaken the mandatory John Holland Excavation and Trenching
Training.
• Ensure daily inspections of excavation works are conducted by an appropriately trained
and competent person
• Ensure daily inspections of excavation works where any protection systems are in use
Documents to use
• John Holland Excavation and Trenching Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-010-01)
• John Holland Excavation and Trenching Inspection Checklist (JH-FRM-WHS-006-17)
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12.4 Cranage and Lifting Operations

Refer John Holland Procedure Lifting Operations (JH-MPR-WHS-030).
A Lifting Operations Supporting Information Package holds all procedure requirements (JH-MPR-WHS030).
All cranage and lifting operations on the Project must be planned and conducted by competent people.
Operators, dogman and riggers must be verified as competent, and use only well maintained and fit for
purpose rigging and slinging equipment.
Crane plant owners must ensure cranes are compliant with the relevant parts of AS 1418 in addition to
the relevant parts of AS 2550 and operators do not exceed manufacturer’s operating parameters.
Crane and lifting appliances must be regularly inspected, certified, tested and maintained, and comply
with current Australia Standards. Cranes must have a green sticker CraneSafe annual third-party
inspection as well as meet major inspection requirements of the relevant Australian Standards.
Plant and equipment used for lifting (including excavators, forklifts, loaders etc.) must be specifically
designed and certified for the purpose of lifting.
Ground conditions must be assessed with appropriate controls implemented to ensure the stability of the
lifting device.

Lift Planning
Subcontractors are required to plan and conduct lifts in accordance with the requirements of the John
Holland Lift Planning Matrix.
Subcontractors shall be required to make available Workers who will be responsible for the planning and
conducting to undertake the John Holland Lifting Operations e-learning familiarisation training.
Lift plans must be submitted well in advance of planned works for Medium and Critical Risk lift activities
to ensure adequate time for review process in line with the Lift Planning Matrix as well as any additional
requirements that need to be fulfilled such as working near power line permits or geotechnical evaluation.

Lifting Equipment
All lifting slings and accessories must be marked with the manufacturer’s identification, Working Load
Limit (WLL) or Safe Working Load (SWL) and the grade of steel or alloy and provided with a current test
certificate.
Subcontractors must undertake visual inspections of lifting and rigging equipment daily prior to use to
ensure the equipment is fit for purpose. Where equipment is identified as damaged or otherwise
compromised, the Subcontractor shall immediately tag the equipment out of service and quarantined to
prevent its reuse.
All lifting equipment (including crane workboxes) must be visually inspected on a quarterly basis by an
experienced intermediate Rigger, and marked with the appropriate colour code, as follows:
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A Lifting Equipment Register must be maintained by the Subcontractor and shall include as a minimum:

• Equipment unique identification number
• Description of the equipment
• Last test date and result of test
• Comments relating to repair, modification or disposal
• Name and qualifications of the inspector
What you must deliver
• Ensure Plant documentation is supplied in accordance with the requirements of this
document
• Ensure Crawler Commissioning, Crawler in Service Inspection, Crane Wire Rope
Inspection and Hook Block inspections are completed on John Holland templates, or
documents that meet the same requirements
• Ensure all lifts are planned in accordance with the John Holland Lift Planning Matrix
• Maintain a register of all lifting equipment
Documents to use
• Lift Planning Matrix (JH-APP-WHS-030-03)
• Lifting Equipment Register (JH-FRM-WHS-030-14)
• Crane Hook Block Inspection (JH-FRM-WHS-030-08)
• Crane Wire Rope Inspection (JH-FRM-WHS-030-09)
• Crane Boom In-Service Inspection (JH-FRM-WHS-030-10)

12.5 Electrical Safety

Refer John Holland Procedure Electrical Safety (JH-MPR-WHS-029) and Isolation (JH-MPR-WHS-007).
Electrical works must only be performed by qualified electrical workers who hold a current electrical
licence relevant for the work to be performed. All work must be performed in accordance with AS/NZS
3000 Electrical Installations and AS/NZS 3012 Electrical Installations – Construction and Demolition
Sites.
An Electrical Works Management Plan (EWMP) may be requested prior to any electrical works
commencing and be commensurate with works and associated risks. Electrical works performed by
subcontractors must comply with John Holland procedures. Subcontractors may use their own EWMP or
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system documents provided they afford equal or better risk control than the John Holland EWMP template
and have been approved for use by the project.

Appliance Testing
Subcontractors must ensure all equipment and appliances are in a fit for purpose condition, do not have
any cracking, fraying or other damage to the casing and leads and display a current test and tag for the
period. Any non-compliant equipment must be tagged out of service until repaired.

RCD Testing
Residual Current Device (RCD) testing shall occur as follows:

– Push button test
•

Portable – daily

•

Fixed – monthly

– Timed
•

Portable – quarterly

•

Fixed – annually

Electrical Generators
All generators must be fitted with an RCD at the power outlet and must be grounded where necessary
as per manufacturer’s instructions.
Trailer mounted generators must be inspected as per John Holland plant and equipment requirements.

Non-modular Temporary ‘Construction’ Wiring
Temporary wiring, distribution switchboards, switches, earthing, RCDs, coverings and markings installed
for the safe supply of electricity during construction and demolition must be installed and maintained in
accordance with AS/NZS 3012 Electrical installations – Construction and demolition sites.

Overhead Services
Limits of approach must be identified in TRAs and followed when working in the vicinity of overhead
services. A permit to work must be obtained from the service owner and John Holland prior to
encroaching on services beyond established limits of approach. Services owners include Energex,
GoldlinQ/KD etc.
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What you must deliver

• Establish an Electrical Works Management Plan
• Conduct quarterly testing and tagging of electrical tools, leads and other electrical
appliances – submit records of any testing monthly

• Conduct both push button and timed RCD testing
• Maintain a register (updated monthly) detailing all electrical equipment onsite and testing
results

Documents to use

• Electrical Equipment Test and Tag Register (JH-FRM-WHS-029-01)

12.6 Work at Height

Refer John Holland Procedure Work at Height (JH-MPR-WHS-011).
Subcontractors are responsible for identifying, assessing and controlling the risks associated with
working at height.
Where work at height activities can’t be eliminated, they must be planned and assessed using the John
Holland Work at Height Hierarchy of Control (Section 2 of JH-MPR-WHS-011), with control strategies
documented in the Task Risk Assessment for the activity.

Mandatory Training
Mandatory Work at Height Procedural Awareness Training is required for Subcontractor Workers
undertaking work at height activities where:

– Specific fall prevention systems are being used;
– Work at height rescue activities are involved;
– A Work at Height Permit is required

Ladders
Ladders should only be used as a means of access and/or egress.
With the exception of step platform ladders, a Working from a Ladder Permit must be completed wherever
an activity requires the use of a ladder. Reference should be made to John Holland Procedural Appendix
– Ladders (Section 7 of JH-MPR-WHS-011).
Any ladder used on site must be industrial grade and compliant with AS/NZS 1892 Portable Ladder.

Industrial Fall Arrest Systems (IFAS)
The use of harnesses and other fall arrest/restrain systems must not be used as a primary means of fall
protection. Where, after exhausting all other options, there is no alternative to using a harness (as a
primary means of protection), this must be approved by the John Holland Business Unit General Manager
and controlled by a Work at Height Permit. Personal equipment including harnesses, lanyards,
connectors and other fall-arrest devices must be inspected by a competent person before and after each
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use using the Harness and Lanyard Inspection Checklist (JH-FRM-WHS-011-10). Reference should be
made to John Holland Procedure Work at Height (JH-MPR-WHS-011) and its appendices.

Scaffold
All scaffolding and associated componentry must be in a fit for purpose condition when on arrival to site.

12.6.4.1 Scaffolding above 4 metres
A person erecting, altering and dismantling scaffold where there is a risk of a person or object falling
more than 4 metres, must have a high-risk work licence and be verified as competent using the
Scaffolding VOC instrument (refer Section: ‘Site Induction, Training and Verification of Competency’).
Once scaffold over 4 metres has been erected, a handover inspection must be conducted to verify that
the scaffold is safe for use. Written confirmation in the form of a Scaffold Handover Certificate (JHFRM-WHS-011-12) must be entered into a site Scaffold Register (JH-FRM-WHS-011-17).

12.6.4.2 Scaffolding 4 metres and below
Where there is a risk of a person or object falling 4 metres or less from the platform, those involved do
not require a high-risk work licence, however the work must be carried out by a competent person. John
Holland shall, prior to the erection of any scaffolding, check the competency of those erecting,
dismantling or altering a scaffold 4 metres or less. Evidence of competency may be in the form of any
of the following: a scaffolding high-risk work licence, a verification of competency (VOC), or a record of
training in a scaffold course delivered by a registered training organisation or the retailer of the hire
company of the scaffold.

12.6.4.3 Scaffold Inspection
For scaffolding over 4 metres, the scaffold must not be used unless there is written confirmation from a
competent person that it has been inspected, and construction of the scaffold is complete.
The scaffold must be inspected by a competent person:

– Prior to initial use
– After an event that may have impacted the integrity of the scaffold
– Prior to use following repair
– At least every 30 days
– After adverse weather events
Where scaffolding has not yet been inspected by a competent person, or is under repair, the
Subcontractor must prevent unauthorised access to the scaffold.

Prevention of Dropped Objects
Subcontractors shall be responsible for identifying, assessing and controlling the risks associated with
an object being dropped or falling from one level to another that may cause injury to Workers that may
enter the area below works. Subcontractors must:

• Erect drop or exclusion zones when necessary (i.e. either permanently during work, or periodically
as required)

• Implement hazard controls such as tool lanyards or similar
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Materials used to delineate the drop or exclusion zone will be selected according to the nature of the
work area and adjacent vehicle and pedestrian traffic and taking guidance from the John Holland
Barricading and Signage Selection Matrix (Section 3 of JH-MPR-WHS-014), and may include:

• Hard barricading (water filled barriers, hand rails, A-frame barriers etc)
• Flagged rope suspended on star pickets, bollards or similar
• Temporary fencing, crowd control fencing or locked gates
• A combination of the above
Items which are NOT suitable for delineating drop or exclusion zones include:

• Plastic danger or caution tape
• Traffic cones
• Unlocked gates
• Spotters (except in a situation where a spotter could adequately control all works and movement,
such as an area in an underpass)
What you must deliver

• Select the most appropriate method for working at height using the Work at Height
Hierarchy of Control and document within the AMS and/or TRA

• Raise a Work at Height Permit, Working from a Ladder Permit or Work Box Permit (as
appropriate) where work at height tasks are to be undertaken – reference should be made
to John Holland Work at Height Procedure

• Ensure all those engaged in work at height activities have undertaken the mandatory John
Holland Work at Height Procedural Awareness Training, and where donning a harness
have appropriate work at height competencies (e.g. RIIWHS204D or equivalent)

• Ensure those undertaking scaffolding work are appropriately qualified to do so
• Ensure a competent person inspects scaffold over 4 metres at least every 30 days, with
either the Mobile or Static Scaffold – General Scaffold Inspection Checklist used for each
inspection

• Ensure all fall prevention equipment is inspected and maintained (refer: Fall Prevention
Equipment Inspection and Maintenance)
Documents to use

• Work at Height Hierarchy of Control (Section 2 of JH-MPR-WHS-011)
• John Holland Work at Height Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-011-01)
• Working from a Ladder Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-011-03)
• Work Box Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-011-02)
• Static Scaffold General Scaffold Inspection Checklist (JH-FRM-WHS-011-11)
• Mobile Scaffold General Scaffold Inspection Checklist (JH-FRM-WHS-011-16)
• Scaffold Handover Certificate (JH-FRM-WHS-011-12)
• Harness and Lanyard Inspection Checklist (JH-FRM-WHS-011-10)
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12.7 Wellbeing

Refer John Holland Global Mandatory Requirement 6 Wellbeing (JHG-STD-WHS-006), John Holland
Procedures Alcohol and Other Drugs (JH-MPR-WHS-015).
Fatigue management is a shared responsibility between management and workers as it involves factors
both inside and outside of the work environment. Fatigue shall be managed via the implementation of
appropriate working time arrangements and risk management practices. Subcontractors shall be required
to participate in the development and implementation of shared Fatigue Risk Management Plans for the
workplace.

Nominated Working Time Arrangements
The standard working hours for the Project are 6am to 6pm for dayshift with approved nightshifts being
6pm to 6am. It is accepted that standard shift lengths will differ between roles, however shifts should not
routinely exceed 12 hours per day, shift lengths exceeding this must be approved by John Holland.
Should there be any requirement to exceed 12 hours shift length due to short lived, non-routine, or
emergency circumstances, authorisation must be granted by the [John Holland Project Workplace
Manager] (for between 12 – 14 hours), or the [John Holland Operations Manager] (>14 hours).
It is a Project requirement that all workers have a minimum of [12 hours] rest away from work between
shifts (rest periods between shifts must permit enough time for commuting, meals and sleep).

Alcohol and Other Drugs
Alcohol and other drugs are not permitted on John Holland sites. All workers must adhere to John
Holland’s Alcohol and Other Drugs Procedure (JH-MPR-WHS-015) and the requirements for Rail Safety
Workers under the National Rail Services Legislation. Pre-employment, random, post incident, for cause
and ad-hoc testing will take place on the Project. For Rail Projects, Subcontractors must note that their
workers may also be subject to drug and alcohol testing by RIM and/or the Rail Regulator at any time
whilst carrying Rail Safety Work.
Subcontractors and their workers must comply with all requirements pertaining to alcohol and drug testing
of individuals. If required, individuals must provide blood, saliva or urine samples and/or submit to a
breath alcohol test. The methods for administering and processing alcohol and other drug tests shall be
in accordance with AS/NZS 4308:2008 and, where applicable, the National Rail Safety Law 2012. All
persons must notify their manager/supervisor where they believe they may not be fit for work.

Breaches of Alcohol and Other Drug Provisions
A breach of alcohol and other drug provisions shall occur where:

• Drug levels are at or above the cut off levels stipulated by AS/NZS 4308:2008 Procedures for
specimen collection and determination of quantitation of drugs of abuse in urine; or

• Alcohol levels are above 0.00 gram of alcohol in 210 litres of breath, or 100 millilitres of blood
(which is considered an above zero reading).
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Any person found to have breached these provisions, or who refuses to submit to a drug or alcohol test
must be removed from site. For rail projects and workplaces, where a Rail Safety Worker is deemed to
have breached the project drug and alcohol limits while carrying out Rail Safety Work the results will be
reported to the RIM and the Rail Safety Law Regulator. Offenders may be prosecuted under the Law by
the Rail Safety Regulator.

Prescription and Over the Counter Medication
The use of prescription and over the counter medication such as analgesics containing codeine,
antidepressants and sedative antihistamines can impair a person’s ability to perform their duties safely.
Subcontractors and their Workers are responsible for understanding the impact of their consumption of
over the counter or prescription medications on their performance and in particular the risk of incident or
injury. A Doctor or Pharmacist can provide this information.
A written clearance must be obtained from an Authorised Health Professional and a copy of the clearance
must be supplied to the relevant John Holland Supervisor to verify that whilst taking the medication the
Worker is fit for work.
Where an Authorised Health Professional does not provide a clearance the Worker must notify the
relevant John Holland Supervisor and the Subcontractor that the medication being taken may interfere
with their capacity to work safely and alternative arrangements must be made. Should a person taking
over the counter medication or prescription medication return a non-negative result when tested, they
must declare the medication that they are taking to the Testing Officer. The non-negative result must be
sent to a NATA accredited laboratory for confirmation.
For further information on Rail Safety provisions, refer to the Rail Safety Management Plan.
What you must deliver

• Communicate John Holland requirements regarding fatigue, alcohol and other drugs to
workers

• Report all non-negative results for drug and/or alcohol testing returned by Workers

12.8 Temporary Works

Refer John Holland Procedure Temporary Works Design and Implementation (JH-MPR-DES-006).
Temporary works (TW) include any temporary construction other than normal plant and equipment that is
required to assist with or facilitate the execution of the permanent works. TW are generally removed at
completion and do not form part of the permanent works.
Workplaces must ensure that processes are in place to effectively design, install, use, alter and/or remove
TW so as to prevent exposing people to hazards associated with TW.
Examples of TW include:

• False or form work
• Site office and other portable buildings
• Scaffolding
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• Jacking systems/skids
• Temporary shotcrete
• Shoring and bracing
• Temporary fencing and other hoardings
• Temporary services
• Piling rig platforms
• Temporary mechanical ground support systems e.g. rock bolts, cable anchors
The planning and use of TW must be risk assessed and conducted by competent persons with relevant
experience and qualifications.
TW of a proprietary nature (such as hoists, tower cranes, concrete placement booms etc.) must be planned
and installed by competent persons in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. Persons involved in
the installation and dismantle must be trained in the plant specific requirements of the manufacturer’s
instructions.
What you must deliver

– Communicate temporary works requirements to all workers
– Obtain temporary design and verification for all temporary works giving due consideration to
ground conditions and the surrounding environment
Documents to use

– Global Mandatory Requirements - Self-Assessment by the Workplace (JH-FRM-WHS-00605)

12.9 Isolation

Refer John Holland Procedure Isolation (JH-MPR-WHS-007).
The effective isolation of plant, equipment and services from hazards prior to conducting work is a critical
risk across all John Holland actives. Isolation and includes protection from energy sources such as
electricity, mechanical process, steam, water, gases and chemicals and other forms of energy sources.
Subcontractors must ensure Isolation activities including the requirement for approved permits and lock
out tag out are included in Task Risk Assessment (TRA) before works commence.
Complete John Holland isolation permits, and implement lock out / tag out devices to ensure isolation.

Mandatory Training
All Isolation Officers and Isolation Permit Controllers are required to undertake John Holland Isolation
Permit Worker Training or Isolation Permit Holder Training, as appropriate.
What you must deliver

– Raise a John Holland Service Isolation Permit prior to commencing work
Documents to use

– Simple Isolation Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-007-02)
– Complex Isolation Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-007-03)
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12.10 Inspection Test Plans & Quality Planning
Subcontractors are integral to achieving superior quality outcomes throughout all aspects of this
project. John Holland maintains a Quality management system certified to ISO 9001: 2015. Throughout
your work on any John Holland site, you may be required to develop or use pre-supplied Inspection
Test Plans (ITP) for one or multiple activities.
The objective of Inspection Test Plans is to ensure a consistent and predictable outcome is achieved
ensuring equipment, materials and other products or services are delivered to technical specification
and are in accordance with our client requirements.
Where identified in specific Inspection Test Plans, subcontractors must observe all hold and witness
points and are not permitted to proceed past these points without the document approval by John
Holland or delegated authority as specified on the individual Inspection Test Plans.
Subcontractors must ensure any completed Inspection Test Plans, product manuals, installation and all
other commissioning related documentation for products and services are formally transmitted to Asite
within 5 days after the completion of the specified work activity.
John Holland reserve the right to conduct quality audits and other inspections as required to ensure the
integrity of the quality process is maintained. Where required Subcontractors shall be notified of any
Non Conformances identified in required actions to be taken.
Calibration
Subcontractors must ensure where identified in Inspection Test Plans, accepted as industry best
practice or specified in standards or contract conditions that any equipment used in the measuring,
inspection or verification activities hold current calibration certificates and are maintained throughout
their use on John Holland sites.
What you must deliver

– Ensure Inspection Test Plans are understood and completed as required
– Never proceed past defined hold and witness points without the nominated approval
Documents to use

– Inspection Test Plan Template (JH-FRM-QUA-005-01)

12.11 Environmental Management

Refer John Holland Project Environmental Management Plan.
John Holland has an Environmental Management System (EMS) that is accredited to ISO 14001:2015.
The Project shall have environmental controls and procedures describing how key environmental risks
must be managed on site. In addition, there shall be a Project specific Environmental Management Plan
(EMP) that the Subcontractor must comply with that includes the following:

Permits and Licenses
– All relevant approvals, licences and permits must be in place prior to commencing works, and
monitored and complied with at all times
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– John Holland issued permits must be obtained before commencing certain activities. This includes
water discharge, out of hours work, hot works, clearing and excavation and trenching.

– A Clearing Permit (JH-FRM-ENV-001-02) and Excavation and Trenching Permit (JH-FRM-WHS010-01) must be obtained prior to undertaking these activities. This ensures the required statutory
approvals are in place and the required controls and precautions have been planned and
implemented correctly before work begins.

– All hot works, such as welding, grinding and controlled vegetation burns shall only commence after
obtaining a Hot Work Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-032-01).

– Any work or deliveries that must occur outside of approved working hours require an Out of Hours
Work Permit (JH-FRM-ENV-001-03) to ensure any legal requirements are complied with,
community notification occurs, stakeholders are engaged and risk mitigations planned.

– Prior to discharging any water off site, a Water Discharge Permit (JH-FRM-ENV-001-01) must be
in place to ensure all requirements are complied with, including any water quality criteria. These
activities must not commence without required permits, approvals and licenses in place.

Protected Heritage, Flora and Fauna
– Protected heritage, flora and fauna must be identified, physically demarcated and clearly signed to
prevent unauthorised access. All land clearing works will require a Clearing Permit (JH-FRM-ENV001-02).

– The heritage significance of any such areas must be communicated to workers via toolbox talks.

Working on or over Water
– When working over water, within flood affected areas or intersecting groundwater, controls must
be in place to prevent pollution

– Where works occur over water, all activities must have controls in place to prevent any materials,
chemicals or waste products from entering the water.

– For activities such as abrasive blasting, this can be achieved through full encapsulation using
heavy-duty containment sheeting. The amount of dust and waste products can also be reduced
through alternative methods or technologies such as sponge blasting.

– When working in flood-affected areas, flood defences may be required to protect the work area
and prevent pollution of the water. This may include bunding, cofferdams, levees, retention ponds
and sandbags.

– When undertaking works that intersect groundwater, such as drilling works, controls must be in
place to prevent pollution of groundwater.

Storage and Laydown Facilities
– Facilities, plant lay down areas, refuelling areas, stockpiles and chemical storage areas must be
positioned so that they do not drain towards surface or storm water systems.
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Washout Facilities
– Washout facilities must be in place and used for cleaning plant and equipment, concrete, paint or
other environmentally hazardous substances. This prevents contamination of soil and ensures
waste water can be contained and disposed of appropriately.

Air Pollution, Noise, Vibration and Light Escape
– Controls must be in place to prevent air pollution, noise, vibration and light impacts on the local
community and environment

– Before commencing work, consider tasks and equipment that could generate air pollution, noise,
vibration and light. Confirm that all required controls are in place to reduce impacts to nearby
places, people, plants or animals and to ensure compliance with any specific criteria for the
workplace.

– All operations, including deliveries, must not occur outside approved working hours or exceed
noise, vibration or light criteria without prior approval and consultation. All works outside of
approved working hours require an Out of Hours Work Permit (JH-FRM-ENV-001-03).

Mud and Dirt on Roads
– Controls must be in place to prevent tracking dirt and mud onto roads
– Visual inspections of vehicles and plant must be undertaken to ensure loose/clumped mud has
been removed before exiting onto public roads.

– For construction sites and associated areas of exposed earth, vehicle exits must have appropriate
controls such as crushed rock access tracks, rumble grids and/or wheel wash facilities as
appropriate to the local context.

– These controls must be maintained to ensure they remain effective. Any significant mud must be
cleaned off paved roads using street sweepers or another appropriate method.

Mobile Plant, Vehicles and Deliveries
– All mobile plant and vehicles, including deliveries, must use designated travel routes, site access
tracks and lay-down areas.

– Keep to designated site access and haulage tracks at all times and utilise the designated lay down
areas for storing materials, plant and equipment.

– Ensure delivery drivers are aware of and utilise the designated delivery routes.
– All mobile plant and vehicles must be clean of any mud or organic materials prior to arriving or
departing site, to prevent the spread of weeds and disease

– Visual inspections of the cleanliness of vehicles and plant must be undertaken prior to arriving or
departing the work site.

– If noxious weeds or pathogens have been identified as a site concern and cannot be removed or
isolated from within the works area, a plant and equipment clean down process must be
implemented. Clean down options may include designated wash down bays, public car washes
and/or chemical treatments.
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Marine Environments
– Marine vessels must comply with quarantine requirements with relevant stakeholders
– Marine environments have strict quarantine requirements that must be adhered to at all times to
prevent the spread of invasive marine species.

– If working in a marine environment, understand and comply with any quarantine requirement
relevant to your work area.

Chemical and Fuel Storage
– Chemicals and fuel must be labelled and stored in bunded areas in accordance with the safety
data sheet (SDS)

– All fuel and chemical containers must be sealed, clearly labelled and stored in a bunded area in
accordance with work health and safety legislative requirements. Small equipment such as pumps
which contain fuels or oils should also be stored in a bunded area when not in use. As a minimum,
bunds should be 10% larger than the volume of the largest container. The bund should also be
sheltered to avoid filling with rain water.

– Ensure all chemicals are stored in accordance with corresponding safety data sheet (SDS) and
that a copy of the SDS is available at all times, including during transportation.

– Where practicable, use of chemicals should be eliminated, or a less toxic alternatives should be
selected.

– John Holland must be notified immediately of any spills or leaks from equipment or storage
facilities.

Spill Kits and Fire Response Equipment
– Spill kit and fire response equipment must be located where chemicals and fuelled plant or
equipment is being stored, operated or maintained

– Inspect spill kits and fire response equipment regularly to ensure they are in date, fully stocked
and ready for use.

– Ensure those working in the area are aware of how to use the equipment.
– Used items from spill kits must be disposed of as contaminated waste, along with any
contaminated soil or materials.
What you must deliver

• Ensure all works are undertaken in accordance with the Project Environmental Management
Plan

• Raise a Clearing Permit prior to undertaking any land clearing works
• Raise an Excavation and Trenching Permit prior to undertaking any excavation and
trenching works

• Raise a Hot Work Permit prior to undertaking any hot work activities
• Raise an Out of Hours Work Permit prior to working or receiving deliveries outside of
approved hours

• Raise a Water Discharge Permit prior to discharging any water off site
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Documents to use

• Clearing Permit (JH-FRM-ENV-001-02)
• Excavation and Trenching Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-010-01)
• Hot Work Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-032-01)
• Out of Hours Work Permit (JH-FRM-ENV-001-03)
• Water Discharge Permit (JH-FRM-ENV-001-01)

12.12 Clearing, Water Management and Earthworks
Establishment of Clearing Limits
– Clearing limits must be clearly identified and physically demarcated
– A Clearing Permit (JH-FRM-ENV-001-02) is required for all land clearing works.
– Physically mark out the approved clearing limits, and any trees to be retained, before commencing
work. This can be achieved by using tape, flags, fencing or another appropriate method.

– A surveyor may be required to ensure accurate set out of clearing limits, and clearing areas can be
tracked using GPS devices in machinery.

– Never clear vegetation beyond the approved limits.

Water Management, Erosion and Sediment Control
– Water diversion controls must be in place to prevent water entering the work area to minimise
erosion and prevent pollution
•

Clean water diversion controls should be used to channel stormwater away from worksites.
These controls can include soil berms, drains and pipe diversions, and can significantly reduce
the amount of turbid water to be treated or disposed of from site.

•

Clean water diversion controls must be implemented prior to commencing work. Regularly
inspect and maintain controls and continue to assess the need for controls as works progress
or new work areas are established.

– Areas of exposed earth must have erosion and sediment controls designed, installed, maintained
and continuously monitored for effectiveness.
•

During construction, minimise areas or exposed earth by only stripping areas immediately prior
to works and rehabilitating areas as soon as practicable. Before commencing earthworks,
controls must be installed to reduce erosion and sedimentation. Regular inspection and
maintenance of sediment and erosion controls must occur, especially before and after periods
of heavy rainfall.

•

Continue to assess the need for controls as works progress or new work areas are established.

•

Erosion and sediment controls should not be removed until the site has either been stabilised,
appropriately regenerated or alternative/permanent controls are in place. In areas where the
final formation is to remain un-vegetated, ensure appropriate controls are in place to minimise
erosion.

– Excavated materials of different types must be segregated, stockpiled, stabilised and/or bunded.
•

Topsoil, subsoil and contaminated soils must be stockpiled separately to prevent cross
contamination and allow clean topsoils and subsoils to be reused safely.

•

Stockpiles should be clearly signed to prevent accidental mixing of different soil types.
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•

All stockpiles should be stored on flat ground or have upslope water diversion controls in place
to prevent erosion from water runoff.

•

Controls to prevent erosion caused by wind and rain include: planting vegetation, covering with
geofabric or plastic, using hydro mulch, installing a bund or sediment fencing.

•

Stripped topsoil will contain seed from cleared vegetation that will assist in rehabilitation when
topsoil is respread. It is important that topsoil stockpile heights do not exceed 2 meters in order
to maintain viability of seed and improve the success of rehabilitation.

– All dewatering systems must be planned and monitored to avoid spills, overflows and pollution. A
Water Discharge Permit (JH-FRM-ENV-001-01) must be obtained for all dewatering operations.
•

When using dewatering pumps, ensure all controls are in place and connections are secure to
prevent unwanted leaks and seepage.

•

When pumping water into a contained area, such as a sediment pond or basin, the pump must
be attended during operation, or a high level alarm fitted, to prevent overflows .

•

Prior to discharging any water off site, refer to the water quality requirements for your
workplace and ensure these are complied with.

•

When discharging any water off site, the pump must be attended, or controls such as low level
alarms, fitted, to prevent sediment being drawn in and released to the environment.

•

Prevent erosion at the point of discharge by slowing the water flow through the use of erosion
controls to dissipate the energy, such as rocks or geofabric.

Unexpected Discoveries
– If potential heritage artefacts, protected fauna or flora or contaminated soils are discovered works
must stop, the area isolated and John Holland must be notified immediately.

– When undertaking clearing and earthworks, unexpected discoveries may occur. This can include:
•

Heritage items such as scarred trees, shell middens and stone tools

•

Protected plants and native animals

•

Contaminated materials such as acid sulphate soils or asbestos

Dust Suppression
– Measures to minimise or supress dust must be implemented and maintained
•

Dust can be harmful to the health of workers, as well as the local community, plants and
animals.

•

Areas of exposed earth can easily be eroded by wind and rain and result in dust. By stabilising
these areas as soon as possible using hydro-mulch, soil binders, batter blankets or geofabric,
the amount of dust will be minimised.

•

Cover all loads when transporting material to prevent dust during transit.
What you must deliver

– Ensure all works are undertaken in accordance with the Project Environmental
Management Plan

– Raise a Clearing Permit prior to undertaking any land clearing works
– Raise an Excavation and Trenching Permit prior to undertaking any excavation and
trenching works

– Raise a Water Discharge Permit prior to discharging any water off site
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Documents to use

– Clearing Permit (JH-FRM-ENV-001-02)
– Excavation and Trenching Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-010-01)
– Water Discharge Permit (JH-FRM-ENV-001-01)

12.13 Resources, Recycling and Waste Management
Subcontractors will be required to report monthly on energy consumption, resource use, waste
generation and recycling, is addressed in Section: ‘Statistical Reporting’.

Resource Use Planning
– Subcontractors must plan for the minimisation of waste and the efficient use of resources
•

Subcontractors must measure and reduce resource use throughout the life of works

•

Sustainable resource use initiatives may be identified through efficient design, procurement
including selection of materials with a lower environmental impact, construction and operation
process reducing energy, and water use and waste generation.

Efficient Resource Use
– Sources of non-potable water must be identified and assessed for use for construction and/or
sanitary purposes
•

Non-potable water can include natural waterways, groundwater, dams and rainwater, treated
waste water or capturing water from construction activities, such as dewatering excavations.
The required approvals must be obtained and the water quality must meet all contractual and
hygiene requirements prior to use. Always seek opportunities to save potable water as works
progress.

– Water minimising controls, renewable energy sources and energy efficiency devices must be
assessed for use during the lifecycle of the project
•

Water minimising controls typically reduce the amount of water used by restricting flow or
reusing within a closed system. These devices can include vehicle wash water reclaim units
and water efficient industrial cleaning equipment.

•

Efficiency devices such as intelligent control systems and renewable energy sources such as
solar panels may optimise electricity and fuel use for facilities and equipment.

– When purchasing or hiring facilities, energy and water efficient operations must be assessed for
use during the lifecycle of a project
•

Subcontractors must recycle construction and demolition waste, paper, cardboard, electronics,
printer cartridges, fluorescent lights, glass, plastic and batteries, wherever practicable and
recycling facilities are available

•

Where recycling services are not available, such as in remote locations, as assessment should
be conducted to identify alternative recycling and reuse options and document efforts to diver
this waste from landfill.

•

Always ensure that waste for recycling is kept separate from waste for disposal to landfill.

– Recycled materials procured for use on site must be assessed to ensure they meet quality,
contractual and legal requirements
•
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•

In addition, all imported soil and recycled construction material, such as crushed rock, should
be inspected and received with a signed delivery docket to declare that it is free from
contaminants.

– Materials for re-use, recycling or disposal must be segregated and located in areas that are clearly
defined and well signed.
•

Establish designated areas or containers to allow materials for re-use, recycling and disposal to
be segregated. This should include the segregation of different waste types identified for the
workplace.

•

Secure the areas or containers if required to prevent waste from contamination of the
surrounding areas.

– Spoil and inert waste to be reused off site must be risk assessed and meet legal requirements
prior to transportation
•

Where there are waste or excess materials such as spoil, timber or bricks that cannot be used
on site, opportunities may exist for their reuse off-site.

•

These materials must be risk assessed to ensure there is no potential for harm to the
community of the environment. Testing may also be required to ensure the materials are safe
for re-use.

•

Retain the risk assessments, test results and other related documents as records.

– Spoil and waste for disposal must be classified and transported by appropriately licensed
contractors to licensed and approved facilities
•

Waste must be classified and segregated correctly to minimise the volume of waste entering
landfill and to prevent exposing people and the environment to hazardous materials.

•

Ensure waste containers have the appropriate licence to transport the waste for disposal.
Obtain a copy of their licence and all relevant waste transport certificates to verify compliance.
What you must deliver

– Ensure all works are undertaken in accordance with the Project Environmental Management
Plan

– Submit a Subcontractor Energy Water and Waste Report by the 4th Working day of each
month
Documents to use

– John Holland Subcontractor Energy, Water and Waste Report (JH-FRM-ENV-002-01)

12.14 Risk Management
Refer John Holland Procedure Managing SQE Risks (JH-MPR-SQE-006) and Managing Subcontractor
Safety (JH-MPR-WHS-003).
Sound risk management is an integral part of John Holland’s Health, Safety and Environment
management system. When performing work on any John Holland site, each Subcontractor must:

–

Nominate a person responsible for Health, Safety and Environmental management;

–

Nominate a qualified Return to Work (RTW) coordinator;

–

Submit a proposed work methodology to their nominated John Holland engineer no later than ten
(10) days prior to commencement. The methodology must clearly explain the tasks and activities
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to be performed, the methodology for the tasks to be conducted, identify hazards associated with
the task/s and propose methods for the control of those hazards.

–

Upon request, participate in risk workshops for the development of Activity Method Statements
(AMS);
•

–

AMSs are operational planning risk assessments which aim to address the detailed hazard/risk
control reduction strategies for workplace activities. The AMS includes the methodology for the
conducting of activities, resources, plant, equipment and materials necessary to do the work
safely.

Develop and comply with Task Risk Assessments (TRA), as required by the applicable Activity
Method Statement.
•

TRAs are team based planning risk assessments which aim to address hazard/risk control
reduction at the task level. TRAs are facilitated by the Supervisor, Leading Hand and/or
Engineer and are primarily identified by the AMS.

–

Ensure that Task Risk Assessments are subject to an initial review by John Holland

–

Comply with any Site Environment Plan (SEP) and Environmental Management Plan requirements
for the site;

–

Communicate the TRA to Subcontractor workers;

–

STOP WORK where any changes are required to a TRA, and communicate those changes to
John Holland and Subcontractor workers before recommencing the task;

–

Complete the John Holland Start Card process.

–

Review Task Risk Assessments on a weekly basis as the primary agenda item of a Toolbox
Meeting.

John Holland will evaluate each Subcontractor management system using Subcontractor WHS Plan
Review (JH-FRM-WHS-003-01) prior to commencement of work. A failure to comply with the provisions
of this Section will constitute a breach of the Subcontract.
Rail worksite protection risk management is addressed in the Working in Rail Corridor section of this
document.
What you must deliver

– Submit an Activity Method Statement, Work Method Statement or Works Methodology 10
days prior to commencement

– Submit copies of TRAs for works to be undertaken
– Conduct a John Holland situational awareness Start Card at the start of each day and each
new task

– Notify John Holland of any changes to a TRA
– Review TRAs at least once every week with Supervisor and work crew or when task risks
change
Documents to use

– Activity Method Statement (AMS) (JH-FRM-SQE-006-04)
– Task Risk Assessment (TRA) Worksheet (JH-FRM-SQE-006-05)
– John Holland Start Card – provided during induction
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12.15 Asbestos, Demolition and Lead
Refer John Holland Procedures Asbestos (JH-MPR-WHS-024), Demolition (JH-MPR-WHS-023) and
Hazardous Chemical Management (JH-MPR-SQE-011).
Where asbestos is identified as a hazard, an Asbestos Management Plan shall be developed by John
Holland and implemented to ensure that unprotected Workers are not exposed to levels greater than 0.1
fibres/millilitres of air for any asbestos type.

Asbestos Removal
Wherever required to do so, non-friable asbestos removal must be undertaken by suitably licensed
Workers. In the event this is not practicable, non-friable asbestos may be removed by unlicensed
Workers pending the following restrictions:
−

No more than 10m2 is removed from one location; and

−

The removal takes place over a period not exceeding one hour in any 7-day period (of actual
asbestos modification or removal work (including clean-up))

−

All Workers must have suitable training and equipment to complete the task.

−

Licensed asbestos removalists must provide the following information and maintain copies on-site:
•

A site specific asbestos removal control plan

•

A task specific TRA

•

Evidence of notification to the relevant authority. 5 days written notification is usually required,
however in some circumstances (e.g. emergencies) this may be altered (refer Regulation 466
of the Work Health and Safety Regulations 2012 (Cwth) for further information)

In addition, the following will apply:
−

The removalist must ensure that the works are appropriately supervised, as per Regulation 459 of

the Model Work Health and Safety Regulations
−

Where there is uncertainty as to whether the exposure standard will be exceeded, or where it is

likely to be exceeded, then air monitoring must be performed by a competent person who is
independent of the removal work
−

At the conclusion of the removal work a clearance certificate must be obtained from a competent

person independent of the removal work, prior to re-occupying the premises (see Regulation 474 of
the Model Work Health and Safety Regulations)
−

Ensure disposal of asbestos waste, according to State or Territory requirements, which may

include the tracking of waste to landfill. Appropriate evidence of waste disposal must be provided to
John Holland for all loads of asbestos waste.

Demolition
Demolition activities must be planned and assessed for temporary works, hazardous materials and
impacts to surrounding construction activities and the community. Subcontractors must obtain a John
Holland Demolition Permit prior to commencing any demolition activities.
Demolition material will be recycled where possible with the exception of ACM and other hazardous
material which will be removed from site in a controlled manner and transported to a suitably licensed
facility and disposed.
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Health Surveillance
Subcontractors must ensure that a health surveillance regime is in place for all workers involved in the
activities involving lead and asbestos processes (removal, handling etc.), the Subcontractor must
ensure they understand and have implemented the necessary health monitoring requirements for the
particular jurisdiction they are working in. Refer Section: ‘Health Monitoring’ for further information.
What you must deliver

– Ensure all asbestos removal work is undertaken by appropriately licensed personnel and
in accordance with State or Territory requirements

– Asbestos disposal and clearance certificates must be provided to John Holland
– Obtain a Demolition Permit prior to commencing demolition work
– Ensure a health monitoring regime is implemented for those workers involved in lead
and asbestos processes
Documents to use

– John Holland Demolition Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-023-01)

12.16Communication & Consultation - Health & Safety Management
Arrangements (HSMAs)
Refer John Holland Procedure Health, Safety Management & Consultation Arrangements (HSMA) (JHMPR-WHS-004).
John Holland is committed to maintaining an engaging, collaborative and consultative forum to discuss
work health and safety matters.
All personnel have the right to request health and safety representation and must be provided the
opportunity to nominate for and/or elect a Health and Safety Representative and Deputy (where
appropriate) for their Work Group. The confirmed method of nominations and elections must be
determined in consultation with affected Workers.
Subcontractors must consult with Workers on, and contribute to, workplace arrangements.

Pre-start and Toolbox Meeting
Daily pre-start meetings must be held, with all Subcontractors expected to attend. Pre-start meetings
must provide opportunity for Management, Supervisors and Workers to discuss workplace matters.
Everyone must sign-on at the pre-start to acknowledge attendance.
Subcontractors must conduct at least one toolbox meeting each week for Workers based on John
Holland sites. Periodically, John Holland may attend these toolbox meetings or request Subcontractors
to present specific content relevant to the activities undertaken.
The Subcontractor must maintain pre-start meeting records (JH-FRM-WHS-004-03) and toolbox
meeting records (JH-FRM-WHS-004-01).

Light Rail Corridor Pre-Work Brief
Prior to entering the light rail site, all workers must participate in a pre-work brief as required by the
operator’s SAWCS (Site Access and Works Control System).. These pre-work briefings are in addition
to the standard pre-start meeting and are intended to identify the safe working protection arrangements
for the site. The brief must be signed by all Workers to acknowledge attendance.
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Project Communications
Project communications such as relevant safety posters, meting minutes from Health and Safety
Committees and Safety, Quality or Environmental alerts must be posted on workplace noticeboards.
John Holland may invite subcontractors to share relevant information for the benefit of the boarder
project or participate in other activities as necessary.
Subcontractors must participate in safety education programs provided for workers. Subcontractors
must make workers available to participate in such activities.
What you must deliver

– All workers to attend daily pre-start meetings
– Undertake at least one toolbox meeting per week and submit records to John Holland
– [Participate in rail corridor pre-work briefs]
– Provide Workers the opportunity to elect Health and Safety Representatives (HSRs)
within two weeks of commencing work

– Provide HSRs with opportunity to attend training (in accordance with Work Health and
Safety Law) and Health and Safety Committee Meetings
Documents to use

– Toolbox Meeting Record (JH-FRM-WHS-004-01)
– Pre-Start Meeting Record (JH-FRM-WHS-004-03)

12.17 Confined Space
Refer John Holland Procedure Confined Space Entry (JH-MPR-WHS-009).
Confined space is an enclosed or partially enclosed environment that is at atmospheric pressure during
occupancy and may have a contaminated atmosphere due to gas or other hazardous contaminants or is
low in, or has an excess of, oxygen. Confined space may present an engulfment risk.
The Confined Space Evaluation Form (JH-FRM-WHS-009-01) must be used to determine whether a
space is confined.
Subcontractors must obtain a Confined Space Entry Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-009-02) from John Holland
prior to accessing any confined space.
TRAs must include the risks and controls associated with confined space work, including any adverse
impacts from standard work practices such as welding, grinding, painting, other processes generating
dust, fumes or vapours.
Where an area is suspected of being a confined space, the Subcontractor must stop work and
immediately contact their John Holland Supervisor who must then engage suitable resources to assist in
determining its status.

Mandatory Training
All Workers involved in rescue operations, stand-by and those required to enter a confined space must
complete a confined space training course that meets AS/NZS 2865:2009 Confined Space
Requirements. The training must include, at a minimum:

– Hazards of confined spaces
– Assessment procedures
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– Permit control systems
– Control measures
– Emergency procedures
– The selection, use and maintenance of safety equipment
– Legislative requirements
What you must deliver

– Ensure that any Workers involved in rescue operations, stand-by and those entering a
confined space have completed an accredited confined space training course

– Complete a Confined Space Entry Permit, accompanied by the results of atmospheric
monitoring for the space
Documents to use

– Confined Space Entry Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-009-02)

12.18 Core Hole / Concrete Cutting
Refer John Holland Procedure Isolation (JH-MPR-WHS-007).
A Core Holing Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-007-08) must be obtained for all core hole or concrete cutting, prior
to commencement of work. Core hole and concrete cutting activities must be addressed in the TRA for
the activity, including detail regarding how the penetration will be protected.
All penetrations in ground, walls or floors greater than 300mm in depth and 200mm in width must be
protected and made safe at all times. If penetrations are to be left open (e.g. lift wells) physical barricading
and signage must be installed around the penetration.
If penetrations are to be covered, penetration covers must be of structural grade plywood manufactured
to AS 2269 Plywood – Structural or AS 6669 Plywood – Formwork and securely fixed to the area.
All covers must have their Safe Working Load (SWL) clearly marked. Covers spanning greater than
1000mm that are required to withstand loads must be designed and engineered by a qualified person.
What you must deliver

– Raise a John Holland Core Holing Permit for all core hole and concrete cutting work
– Ensure penetrations are protected at all times
– Clearly mark the SWL on all penetration covers
Documents to use

– Core Holing Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-007-08)

12.19 Explosive Powered Tools (EPTs)
Refer John Holland Prohibited and Restricted Tools and Work Practices Register (Section 15 of JH-MPRPAE-001)
Subcontractors intending to use explosive power tools (EPTs) must:

–

Provide John Holland with a current competency certification

–

Use low velocity EPTs

–

Implement control measures commensurate to the risk, these must be planned and implemented
in conjunction with John Holland via the SQE Risk Management process.
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What you must deliver

– Provide John Holland with current competency certification for the use of EPTs
– Obtain core hole permit when operating the tool within 5 metres of services
Documents to use

– Core Holing Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-007-08)

12.20 Hazardous Manual Tasks (HMT)
Refer John Holland Procedure Hazardous Manual Tasks (JH-MPR-WHS-031).
Hazardous manual tasks (HMT) include any task that requires a person to lift, lower, push, pull, carry or
otherwise move, hold or restrain any person or thing.
HMT can involve one or more of the following risk factors:

–

Repetitive or sustained force

–

Repetitive movement

–

High/sudden force

–

Sustained awkward postures

–

Exposure to vibration

John Holland and Subcontractors must assess HMT during the SQE Risk Management Process. John
Holland and Subcontractors must identify tasks that display a high level of risk to workers in early planning
stages of the project and must document these in Activity Method Statements. All other HMT activities
must be assessed during the development of Task Risk Assessments/Start Cards, and continuously
throughout the Project lifecycle. Instructions and controls with regard to HMT must be specific with regard
to the task and hazard. Generic statements such as ‘ensure correct lifting technique’ or ‘obtain assistance
where required’ will not be sufficient.
Where HMT can’t be eliminated or managed using high level controls (i.e. elimination, substitution or
isolation), training shall be coordinated by John Holland for Workers (including Subcontractors).
What you must deliver

– Assess HMT risks during TRA development using the Hazardous Manual Tasks High Risk
Score Card

– Ensure that Workers undergo HMT training where the hazard cannot be eliminated or
managed via high level controls
Documents to use

– HMT High Risk Score Card (JH-FRM-WHS-031-01)

12.21 Health Monitoring
Refer John Holland Procedure Medical Services (JH-MPR-SQE-008).
Subcontractors must ensure that personnel working in prescribed environments are monitored and
assessed in accordance with National Health Surveillance Standards. Work activities which attract health
surveillance obligations include;

–

Asbestos – Removal, Handling and Transport

–

Lead – Removal, Handling and Transport
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–

Exposure to other scheduled chemicals or hazardous substances
•

Scheduled chemicals include those listed in schedule 14 of the Work Health and Safety
Regulation 2011),

•

Hazardous substances include those listed in schedule 9 of the Occupational Health and
Safety Regulation 2017 (Vic) and schedule 5.3 Occupational Health and Safety Regulation
1996 (WA)

–

Exposure to any other hazardous chemical for which there is a valid test method for detecting
health effects or exposure

–

Working within designated Rail environments

Subcontractors must maintain and when requested submit a Health Surveillance register for all workers
operating on John Holland sites.
Where subcontractors have a health monitoring program and their workers may be exposed to hazards
which require monitoring, the subcontractor shall supply John Holland with evidence of health monitoring
as described in the Non John Holland Worker Medical Record Form (JH-FRM-SQE-008-06). The
subcontractor shall ensure their workers are given a copy of the health monitoring records applicable to
them.
Where Sub-contractors do not have a health monitoring program, the project is to complete Part “A” of
Non John Holland Worker Medical Record Form (JH-FRM-SQE-008-06). The worker is to bring the form
to the approved Medical practitioner undertaking the health monitoring. The Medical Practitioner is to
complete Part B of the form and return it to the project or worker’s employer. Note. If Medical practitioner
returns the completed form directly to the project or worker’s employer, the project and / or employer
must ensure the worker is provided with a copy.
Workers must be made aware of the results of their own health surveillance and be provided with any
results following atmospheric monitoring. Where requested by John Holland, subcontractors must
conduct additional monitoring and or surveillance and where practicable implement controls to mitigate
exposure.

Suggested monitoring regime

Rail Cat 3

(NOTE: This information has been
Tunnelling

Hearing test,

Frequency
Office based

Audiometry

Test Type
Field Worker

Service









obtained from Guidelines for Health
Surveillance NOHSC:7039)
All employees will complete the initial

determining

surveillance within 3 months of

percentage of hearing

commencement and then every 2

loss

years when the noise assessment
carried out shows there is a risk to an
employee from exposure to noise
levels at, or above, the exposure
standard.
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Functional /

Identifies individual’s

musculoskelet

strength and

involving working at heights, working
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weaknesses in

in confined spaces and working with

performing physical,

plant and equipment.







Every 5 years, especially for task

repetitive or load
bearing tasks
Spirometry

Lung function test,





Ongoing dependant on type of work

checking the exposure
to respiratory hazards
such as dust fumes or
gases
Blood lead

Venous or capillary

Frequency varies depending upon

testing

blood test

most recent blood level reading, the

(Contact with

gender and the reproductive capacity

lead)

of the employee.
Variation ranges from once every 6
weeks to once every 6 months.

Chest X-ray

Respiratory function



Every 2 years for those exposed or

(Asbestos

tests (FEV1, FVC &

*

potentially exposed to asbestosis.

work)

FEV1/FEC)

Note: 2 yearly checks involves doctor
interview only. Chest X-ray and
respiratory function tests only
required if indications present.

Chest X-ray

Respiratory function

During continued exposure testing

(Contact with

tests (FEV1, FVC &

should be conducted at 2 weeks, 6

Isocyanates)

FEV1/FEC)

weeks and then 6 monthly intervals.

Chest X-ray

Physical examination



Skin inspections should be done by

(Contact with

with emphasis on

*

employee weekly. Any identified

Inorganic

respiratory system and

issues should result in the employee

Chromium)

skin

being referred for a re-examination

Chest X-ray

Chest X-ray (full size

(Contact with

PA View)

Crystalline

Respiratory function

Silica)

tests (FEV1, FVC &



Every 5 years

FEV1/FEC

Vaccinations
For personnel who may be exposed to waste-water, blood or other biological hazards during the course
of their activities onsite must be provided information on the hazards associated with their activities and
be provided the opportunity to obtain the following vaccinations at no cost to themselves:
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−

Hepatitis A

−

Polio

−

Hepatitis B

−

Tetanus

Subcontractors must ensure appropriate records are maintained regarding any work-related
vaccinations to ensure follow up vaccinations and boosts shots are administered at the correct intervals.
What you must deliver

– Implement a health monitoring program as required by Work Health and Safety
Regulations or where requested by John Holland

– Retain health monitoring records as required by Work Health and Safety Regulation
– Provide workers with all necessary vaccinations for their work

12.22 Hot Work
Refer John Holland Procedure Hot Work (JH-MPR-WHS-032).
Hot work includes:

–

Gas cutting, grinding, welding, bitumen heating and related work

–

Other activities that create heat, flame, sparks and smoke

–

Using fire for miscellaneous purposes

Risks associated with hot work must be planned and managed in accordance with the SQE Risk
Management process. Subcontractors must obtain a Hot Work Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-032-01) from John
Holland for all hot work (excluding barbeques) occurring outside of designated hot work areas.

Designated Hot Work Areas
Wherever practicable, hot work must occur within a designated hot work area. These areas must be
approved by the John Holland Workplace Manager, clear of vegetation, and at least 15 metres from
potential fuel sources and other areas where sources of flammable gas, combustible liquid are present
and clearly delineated and signed.
Hot work conducted inside designated hot work areas does not require a Hot Work Permit, unless a
Local Fire Ban or State Fire Emergency is declared.
Fire extinguishers of a suitable type must be available at all times inside designated hot work areas.

Hazardous Areas
A Hot Work Permit must be obtained for any hot work within an area designated a ‘Hazardous Area’.
Hazardous areas are those in which flammable liquid, vapours, gases, combustible liquids, dusts and
fibres or other flammable or explosive substances may be present.

Confined Spaces
Where hot work is undertaken in a confined space, the provisions outlined in the John Holland Confined
Space Procedure (JH-MPR-WHS-009) must be followed. In such circumstances, the Subcontractor
must raise both a Confined Space Entry Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-009-02) and a Hot Work Permit (JHFRM-WHS-032-01).
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What you must deliver

– Obtain a Hot Work Permit for all hot work occurring outside of designated hot work areas
Documents to use

– John Holland Hot Work Permit (JH-FRM-WHS-032-01)

12.23 Incident Management
Refer John Holland Procedure Incident and Event Management (JH-MPR-SQE-010)
Incidents provide John Holland and subcontractors with the opportunity to review and continually improve
work practices.

Notifying of an incident
In carrying out work under the subcontract, the subcontractor must verbally notify the John Holland
Supervisor immediately of all safety, environmental, traffic or community/public events, no matter the
severity. These may include, but are not limited to: first aid injuries, near misses, property damage,
dangerous occurrences, environmental events and rail safety incidents. The area within proximity of
the incident must not be disturbed until advised by John Holland that work may recommence.
Subcontractors must complete the initial notification section of the Incident Notification and Investigation
Report (ICAM) (JH-FRM-SQE-010-01).
Subcontractors must notify their State or Territory work health and safety regulator where the event is
determined to be a notifiable incident.

Incident Investigation
John Holland reserves the right to investigate any event in connection with one of its workplaces or
sites. Where an investigation is instigated, subcontractors must make available all required resources,
and fully cooperate in the investigation process. Subcontractors may be consulted on findings of any
investigation prior to its completion. Where an investigation identifies necessary actions or opportunities
for improvement, subcontractors must implement these within defined time frames and provide John
Holland written advice confirming that specified actions have been completed.

Injury Management
Refer John Holland Procedure First Aid and Rehabilitation Management (JH-MPR-WHS-005)
Subcontractors must ensure that all personnel in their employment have access to necessary treatment
and resources to recover from workplace injuries.
Subcontractors must provide injured workers with applicable entitlements, and promote early
intervention, rehabilitation services and recovery at work. Prior to commencement on site,
subcontractors must nominate their Return to Work coordinator and nominated treating doctor.
What you must deliver
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Incident Notification

– Report all rail safety, safety and environmental incidents (including the receipt of
regulatory notices, infringements or penalties) to John Holland immediately

– Notify the relevant state or territory work health and safety regulator of any notifiable
incidents
Injury Management

– Provide John Holland with your injury Management and Return to Work process and
nominate a person to fulfil this responsibility

– Submit ongoing reports on the status of injured workers
Documents to use

– Incident Notification and Investigation Report (ICAM) (JH-FRM-SQE-010-01)

12.24 Managing Change
John Holland applies a risk-based approach to ensure changes to the work environment, processes or
equipment which have the potential to impact on the health and safety of Workers do not introduce
uncontrolled hazards to the Project.
Changes with the potential to introduce hazards will be subject to a change management process and
must not commence without approval, and/or reassessment of the hazards and risks from the change.
This process must include:

–

Ensuring that changes are detailed in the relevant AMS, TRA and other planning documents

–

Consultation with Workers impacted by the change, including consultation with the Health and
Safety Committee

–

Where applicable, key Work Health and Safety roles will be amended to reflect changes

–

Additional training needs will be identified and addressed prior to changes being implemented

–

Risks due to the change will be controlled

–

Change management, once implemented, will be reviewed to ensure effectiveness
What you must deliver

– Participate in the change management process
– Communicate changes to workers
– START Card

12.25 Materials Control, Hazardous Chemicals and Dangerous Goods
Refer John Holland Procedure Hazardous Chemicals Management (JH-MPR-SQE-011) and
Occupational Hygiene (JH-MPR-WHS-040).
John Holland shall ensure that hazardous chemicals introduced to the workplace are risk assessed,
handled and stored appropriately and that less hazardous alternatives are utilised where practicable.
Subcontractors must complete a Hazardous Chemical Risk Assessment (JH-FRM-SQE-011-01) for each
chemical to be used or stored on site. The Subcontractor must justify the use of any hazardous chemical
used where a less hazardous process or product is available.
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All Hazardous Chemical Risk Assessments must be submitted and approved by John Holland before
using the product on site. John Holland reserves the right to decline the use of a chemical, this decision
does not entitle the Subcontractor to any additional provisions under the subcontract.
Subcontractors must ensure an accurate register of hazardous chemicals with corresponding Safety
Data Sheets (SDS) is maintained and provided to John Holland upon request.
Hazardous chemicals must be labelled with the name of the chemical and the dangerous goods class
and be segregated and stored in accordance with the Australian Dangerous Goods (ADG) Code,
Globally Harmonized System (GHS) of Classification and Labelling and other applicable Australian
Standards. See GHS & Dangerous Goods Segregation Chart (Section 2 of JH-MPR-SQE-011) for
more information.
See John Holland procedure Fuel Handling, Transport and Storage (Section 8 of JH-MPR-SQE-011)
for specific requirements for portable fuel containers.
Minimum requirements applying under this section include, but are not limited to:

–

Hazardous chemicals in liquid form must be stored in a bunded pallet or similarly bunded storage
area away from drains and waterways.

–

Appropriately stocked spill kits must be stored within the vicinity of hazardous substances for easy
deployment.

–

Gas cylinders (e.g. oxygen, acetylene, nitrite) must be secured in a locked store and appropriately
segregated.

–

Storage trolleys used for oxygen and acetylene must be fitted with an appropriate fire extinguisher,
and if stored in pairs, must have a steel divider separating them.

–

All cylinders must be fitted with flash back arresters at both the regulator and the hand piece.

–

Air compressors must be fitted with a current pressure vessel inspection certificate and all hoses
must comply with Australian Standards and contain correct fittings. Safety clips must be installed
to air compressors/hoses when required by manufacturer’s specifications and hoses must be fitted
with a restraining chain or wire rope (whip check).

–

Minimum Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) requirements shall apply. Refer Section: ‘Personal
Protective Equipment’.

Airborne Contaminants
−

The Contractor must ensure that the Workplace Exposure Standard (WES) for airborne contaminants are
not exceeded (as per statutory requirements) as a result of their work activities. If the potential exposure
has not been risk assessed or measured through personal air monitoring then the Contractor must
ensure such monitoring is undertaken to determine the level of exposure.

−

Further, Contractors must implement suitable controls to manage the risks of airborne contaminants. For
any works with the potential to generate airborne contaminants the Contractor must ensure that
appropriate engineering (or higher) controls are included within the Safe Work Method Statement or Task
Risk Assessment. Examples of engineering controls include wet methods and dust extraction systems.

−

For personal protective equipment (PPE) controls such as respiratory protective equipment, the
Contractor must ensure any worker required to don such equipment has been individually fit tested by a
competent person, and is clean shaven.

−

The Contractor is to undertake periodic reviews as the effectiveness of these controls and make any
changes deemed necessary to ensure exposure to airborne contaminants does not exceed the relevant
WES.
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What you must deliver

– Submit risk assessments for all hazardous chemicals and dangerous goods
– Submit copies of SDSs and a register of hazardous chemicals and dangerous goods
retained on site

– Implement engineering controls (or higher) to control airborne contaminants
– Ensure that any worker required to don respiratory protective equipment has been
individually fit tested and is clean shaven

– Conduct personal air monitoring to ensure that airborne contaminants generated by
Contractor works do not exceed the relevant WES
Documents to use

– Hazardous Chemical Risk Assessment (JH-FRM-SQE-011-01)
– Chemical Register (JH-FRM-SQE-011-02)

12.26 Mobile Elevated Work Platforms
Refer John Holland Procedural Appendix Mobile Elevating Work Platforms (MEWP) (Section 4 of JHMPR -WHS-011).
Any boom type MEWP must be fitted with a secondary protection device to reduce the risk of the operator
becoming trapped or crushed. Types of secondary protection devices include, but are not limited to,
those pictured below.

Personnel must keep their feet on the basket floor at all times and may not stand on the guardrails, midrails or kickboards. An appropriately sized MEWP must be selected to ensure this does not occur.
What you must deliver

– Ensure all MEWPs are fitted with secondary protection devices
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12.27 Observation, Inspection and Audits
Refer John Holland Procedure Monitoring and Review (JH-MPR-SQE-002) and Workplace Hazard
Identification and Inspection Procedure (JH-MPR-WHS-006)
John Holland shall regularly observe, inspect and audit work activities undertaken by subcontractors.
Subcontractor Supervisors must undertake daily hazard inspections of work areas and document on a
Hazard Inspection Report Form. Subcontractor representatives must attend and conduct weekly hazard
inspections of their work areas and undertake weekly audits of their active TRAs.
Subcontractors must ensure at all times that work areas are maintained in a safe condition, free from
hazards. Work areas must not be left in an unsafe condition or any condition that may cause damage to
existing work, plant or equipment, or injury to any person.
Where a deficiency or potential risk to health, safety and/or the environment is identified within a
subcontractor’s work area, correspondence (in addition to immediate verbal advice) shall be issued to
the subcontractor advising of the requirement to take immediate action to rectify the matter.
What you must deliver
– Subcontractor Supervisors to undertake daily inspections of work areas and document on
a Hazard Inspection Report Form
– Subcontractor Supervisors to participate in weekly hazard inspections.
– Conduct weekly audits of all active Task Risk Assessments and document on a Task Risk
Assessment Audit Form
Documents to use
– Hazard Inspection Report Form (JH-FRM-WHS-006-02)
– Task Risk Assessment (TRA) Audit Form (JH-FRM-SQE-006-07)

12.28 Permits to Work
The following permits to work apply to all John Holland projects and workplaces, no such works are to
occur unless a permit to work has been authorised by John Holland.
Permit Type

Permit Name and Document Number

Confined Space

Confined Space Entry Permit JH-FRM-WHS-009-02

Core Holing

Core Holing Permit JH-FRM-WHS-010-02

Demolition

Demolition Permit JH-FRM-WHS-023-01

Excavation and Trenching

Excavation and Trenching Permit JH-FRM-WHS-010-01

Electrical Isolation

Simple Isolation Permit JH-FRM-WHS-007-02
Complex Isolation Permit JH-FRM-WHS-007-03

Grid Mesh and Chequer

Grid Mesh and Chequer Plate Installation Permit JH-FRM-WHS-012-

Plate Installation &

01

Removal

Grid Mesh and Chequer Plate Removal Permit JH-FRM-WHS-012-02

Hot Works

Hot Work Permit JH-FRM-WHS-032-01

Ladder

Working from Ladder Permit JH-FRM-WHS-011-03

Work at Height

Work at Height Permit JH-FRM-WHS-011-01

Workbox

Workbox Permit JH-FRM-WHS-011-02

Work on/over Water

Working on/over Water Permit
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Water Discharge

Water Discharge Permit JH-FRM-ENV-001-01

Land Clearing

Clearing Permit JH-FRM-ENV-001-02

Out of Hours Work

Out of Hours Work Permit JH-FRM-ENV-001-03

Rail – RIM

Operator SAWCS process

12.29 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Refer John Holland Procedure Personal Protective Equipment (JH-MPR-WHS-016).
All Workers (including Subcontractors) have an obligation to wear the necessary Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) at all times whilst on the John Holland controlled workplace.
The Subcontractor must supply, at its own cost, all approved protective clothing to ensure proper and
adequate protection for its Workers (including invitees), and in any event to comply with the requirement
of all relevant Acts and Awards. No Worker or invitee will come onto Site without the necessary clothing
and equipment.
The Subcontractor must provide their workers with adequate information, instruciton and training in the
selection, use and maintance of PPE.
The Subcontractor must maintain a register recording the issue of clothing and safety equipment to each
Subcontractor Worker. The Subcontractor must keep the register up to date and provide John Holland
access to the register.

Mandatory items of PPE

Mandatory items of PPE include:

–

Occupational protective helmets (hard hat) – AS/NZS 1800:1998 recommends that at the time of
issue to the wearer, the helmet needs to be marked with the issue date.

–

Occupational protective footwear (Safety Boots – high sided lace up)

–

Occupational protective clothing, long sleeve and long pants incorporating high visibility
requirements that comply with AS 4602 High Visibility Safety Garments

–

Approved eye protection (safety glasses)

–

Hand protection – required to be carried at all times

–

Hearing protection (in designated areas)

The use of mandatory PPE is not negotiable and must worn by all Workers at all times. Failure to conform
to this requirement shall result in disciplinary action up to and including dismissal from the workplace.
An exemption for the above mandatory PPE items can be only be achieved via a formal and detailed risk
assessment in support of the exemption request. This risk assessment must be agreed and approved by
the relevant John Holland Operating Unit General Manager.
All PPE items must be selected and deemed appropriate for the hazards that exist in the workplace.
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What you must deliver

– Provide Subcontractor Workers with the mandatory PPE items and any task specific PPE
items

– Provide Subcontractor workers with adequate information, instruction and training
in the selection, use and maintance of PPE
Documents to use

– PPE Register

12.30 Prohibited Tools and Work Practices
Refer John Holland Procedure Plant and Equipment (JH-MPR-PAE-001) and Prohibited and Restricted
Tools and Work Practices Register (Section 15 of JH-MPR-PAE-001) .
John Holland has defined specific tools and work practices that are restricted, or not permitted. These
tools and work practices present significant risk to health and safety of Workers and should be substituted
for less hazardous alternatives.
Subcontractors found using prohibited tools or work practices may be removed from Site.
Where tools or work practices are listed as ‘Restricted’, the Subcontractor must consult with John Holland
during the development of the work methodology and obtain approval prior to commencing work.
What you must deliver

– Obtain approval from John Holland for the use of any items or methods listed as
‘restricted’ in the Prohibited and Restricted Tools and Work Practices Register
(Section 15 of JH-MPR-PAE-001)

12.31 Site Induction, Training and Verification of Competency
Refer John Holland Procedure Site Induction (JH-MPR-SQE-001).
A site induction package will be undertaken by all Workers. This induction package will consist of online,
and face to face modules completed prior to commencement of any activities. A task specific induction
may also be required incorporating work activities. This series of inductions shall ensure that personnel
receive a well-rounded understanding of WHS legislative workplace specific and task specific hazards
awareness requirements.
Subcontractors must:

–

Complete the online indictions through the 3DS system for GCLR3

–

Attend the Project inductions prior to commencement on Site

–

Hold a Construction Industry Safety Induction Card

–

Provide any certificates of competency, licences or training records through 3DS prior to
commencement
What you must deliver

– Upload all workers onto the GCLR3 3DS Portal provide proof of ID, relevant qualifications,
tickets and any other role specific requirement as defined in 3DS. Ensure all Subcontract
Workers attend necessary site inductions and training
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Verification of Competency
Refer John Holland Procedure Verification of Competency (JH-MPR-PAE-005).
Verification of Competency (VOC) is a method used to determine the ability of an individual to
competently perform high-risk work or operate an item of plant or equipment safely. This John
Holland requirement is an addition to the attainment of any high-risk work licence (HRWL) and/or
other qualifications and licences.
A VOC can be conducted by one or a combination of the following options:
1. Through an External Training Provider (RTO)
a. John Holland approved RTOs will ensure the John Holland VOC standards are met and the
appropriate level of criteria is verified.
b. Approved external RTOs will implement their own approved VOC process and instruments
which can be accepted by the workplace.
c. External RTOs may also conduct the VOC at the John Holland workplace using the John
Holland VOC instruments.
2. Through Subcontractor organisations
a. If this option is used, Subcontractors must ensure that the John Holland VOC standards are
met, and the appropriate level of criteria has been verified and approved by John Holland.
3. Internally, through a John Holland verifier
b. An approved John Holland VOC verifier with the appropriate skill sets as outlined in the VOC
procedure using the appropriate VOC instruments to verify competency in line with John
Holland standards.
What you must deliver

– Obtain Verification of Competency for all plant and skills deemed necessary by the
Project/Workplace (consult with the Project/Workplace Safety Representative), and
those listed within VOC Instrument the John Holland Rail VOC Requirements Schedule

– Upload VOC completion records to the individual’s RIW or Pegasus Card
Documents to use

– Verification of Competency (VOC) Instrument Template (JH-FRM-PAE-005-03)
– John Holland Rail VOC Requirements Schedule (Section 8 of JH-MPR-PAE-005)

12.32 Statistical Reporting
Refer John Holland Procedure Performance Statistics – Safety, Quality & Environment (JH-MPR-SQE009).
Each month (by the 4th working day of each month) Subcontractor groups must report:

–

Work Health and Safety Statistics, using the Monthly WHS Statistics Report (JH-FRM-SQE-00901),

–

A register of workers on Site each day (including Rail Safety Workers where applicable), and

–

Environmental statistics including resource use (diesel, oils, grease, gases, solvents, unleaded
fuel, biodiesel), potable water use and waste generated using the Subcontractor Energy Water
and Waste Report.
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What you must deliver

– Submit a WHS Statistics Report by the 4th working day of each month
– Submit a register of workers on site each day by the 4th working day of each month
– Submit a Subcontractor Energy Water and Waste Report by the 4th Working day of each
month
Documents to use

– John Holland Monthly WHS Statistics Report (JH-FRM-SQE-009-01)
– John Holland Subcontractor Energy Water and Waste Report (JH-FRM-ENV-002-01)

12.33 WHS Issue Resolution Process
In the event of a WHS issue or dispute occurring at the workplace, subcontractors are encouraged to
raise the matter with their direct supervisor/ line manager and attempt to resolve the matter.
If a resolution cannot be achieved, the WHS issue or dispute must be escalated and managed in
accordance with Issue Resolution Flow Chart.
The issue resolution flowchart shall be displayed throughout the site and communicated to all personnel
upon induction.
Provisional Improvement Notices (PIN) issued by HSR’s must be addressed in accordance with the
requirements of the breach and the allocated time period. PINs must be displayed on the workplace
notice board until resolved.
Health and Safety Inspectors must be met when they visit the workplace and appropriate actions taken
to address any issues identified. Improvement Notices (IN) or PIN’s must be displayed on the workplace
notice board until resolved.
What you must deliver

– Ensure workers are aware of the Issue Resolution process
– Report any PIN or IN immediately to your John Holland supervisor
Documents to use

– Issue Resolution Flowchart (Section 6 of JH-MPR-WHS-004)

12.34 Workplace Facilities & Amenities
John Holland shall provide adequate workplace facilities for all workers.
Subcontractors must ensure, daily, that their work areas are being appropriately maintained, clear of
hazards.
Failure to uphold appropriate housekeeping standards may result in the monetary cost of any such
rectification of work to be borne by the Subcontractor.
What you must deliver

– Subcontractor Supervisors to undertake daily inspections of work areas and document on
a Hazard Inspection Report Form
Documents to use

– Hazard Inspection Report Form (JH-FRM-WHS-006-02)
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12.35 Working on or over Water
Where working on or over water activities are necessary, John Holland shall ensure that a Marine Works
(Above and/or On Water) Management Plan is developed and implemented.
Subcontractors must ensure that workers are competent to perform the particular tasks associated with
marine works and a Permit to Work on/over Water is raised.
An AMS must be developed for all works on or over water.
What you must deliver

– Plan and risk assess all works on or over water and document methodology and controls
in an AMS.

– Obtain a Permit to Work on/over Water prior to undertaking such activities
Documents to use

– Permit to Work on/over Water

12.36 Rail Requirements

Rail Safety Worker Competency
Refer John Holland Rail Training and Competency Management Procedure (JH-MPR-PPL-003)
The Project shall ensure that each Rail Safety Worker (RSW) carrying out rail safety work has a form
of identification sufficient to enable their qualifications to be verified by a rail safety officer, as required
by National Rail Safety Law.
GCLR3 has adopted the 3DS system for RSW competence management which complies with Rail
Safety National Law.
Workers will be assessed as either Safety Critical Rail Worker (Cat 1 & 2) or Non-Safety Critical Rail
Worker (Cat 3 & 4).
The on-boarding through 3DS will identify the category of RSW. While most workers will be Cat 4 and
not require medicals there are workers who will be identified as a Cat 3 RSW and require a Cat 3 Rail
Medical. A current MTA Rail Industry Worker Identificantion Card can be used as evidence of a medical.
To obtain a Project 3DS Card, all Workers must:

• Produce proof of identification, and
• Be subject to a rail safety medical examination (Cat 1,2&3 Only).
• In addition, for work in the light rail corridor:
• Hold a WHS Construction Industry Induction Card
• Undertake a light rail industry safety induction (or equivalent) i.e. Accessing the Light Rail Corridor
and Project Induction package

• Hold competencies outlined in the Essential Competencies Matrix for the rail safety work
undertaken
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13 Key deliverables checklist
No

Requirement

Timing

How to be
provided to JH

1.
2
3.
4.
5.

Submit Activity Method Statement of Work

10 days prior to

Methodology

mobilisation

Verify compliance with John Holland Hi-Rail

10 days prior to

acceptance criteria

mobilisation

Submit Plant Hazard Assessments (PHA) or

5 days prior to

equivalent

mobilisation

Nominate a person responsible for HSE & R

5 days prior to

Management

mobilising

Nominate a Return to Work Coordinator

5 days prior to

Online via Asite
Online via Asite
Online via Asite
Online via Asite
Online via Asite

mobilising
6.
7.

8.

9.

Notify John Holland of workers attending site

5 days prior to

induction

mobilising

Provide copies of worker’s high-risk work

Prior to commencing on

licences and verification of competency,

site or accessing rail

obtained within the last two years

corridor

Ensure all rail workers have obtained Rail

Prior to commencing on

Industry Working Cards with the relevant

site or accessing rail

competencies for the task/s being performed

corridor

Provide subcontractor workers with mandatory

Prior to commencing on

personal protective equipment (PPE)

site or accessing rail

Online via Asite
Online via Asite

Online via Asite

N/A

corridor
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18

Complete Task Risk Assessment (TRA) and

Prior to commencing

notify John Holland of any amendments

activity

Complete John Holland Excavation and

Prior to commencing

Trenching Permit (where applicable)

activity

Complete John Holland Electrical Isolation

Prior to commencing

Permit (where applicable)

activity

Complete John Holland Confined Space Permit

Prior to commencing

(where applicable)

activity

Complete John Holland Work at Height Permit

Prior to commencing

(where applicable)

activity

Complete John Holland Work from Ladder

Prior to commencing

Permit (where applicable)

activity

Complete John Holland Workbox Permit

Prior to commencing

(where applicable)

activity

Complete John Holland Demolition Permit

Prior to commencing

(where applicable)

activity

Complete John Holland Core Hole Permit

Prior to commencing

(where applicable)

activity
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N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Completed

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
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No

Requirement

Timing

How to be
provided to JH

19.

Complete John Holland Grid Mesh and

Prior to commencing

Chequer Plate Installation Permit (where

activity

N/A

applicable)
20.

Complete John Holland Grid Mesh and

Prior to commencing

Chequer Plate Removal Permit (where

activity

N/A

applicable)
21.
22.
23.
24.

Complete John Holland Hot Work Permit

Prior to commencing

(where applicable)

activity

Complete John Holland Working on/over Water

Prior to commencing

Permit

activity

Complete John Holland Water Discharge

Prior to commencing

Permit

activity

Complete John Holland Clearing Permit

Prior to commencing

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

activity
25.
26.
27.
28.

Complete John Holland Out of Hours Work

Prior to commencing

N/A

Permit

activity

Provide copies of Safety Data Sheets (SDS)

Prior to commencing

and Chemical Register

activity

Provide subcontractor workers with PPE

Prior to commencing

relevant to the task being undertaken

activity

Complete John Holland Situational Awareness

Daily

N/A

Online via Asite
N/A

Start Cards
29.

Ensure subcontractor workers are fit for work

Daily

N/A

30.

Subcontract Supervisors to undertake daily

Daily

Online via Asite

inspections of work areas and document on
Hazard Inspection Report Form
31.

Submit Toolbox Talk records to John Holland

Weekly

Online via Asite

32.

Submit Pre-start Meeting Records to John

Weekly

Online via Asite

Weekly

Online via Asite

Weekly

Online via Asite

Weekly

Online via Asite

Monthly

Online via Asite

Holland
33.

Update Plant and Equipment Register and
submit to John Holland

34.

Submit plant pre-start check sheets to John
Holland

35.

Subcontractor Supervisors to attend weekly
observations and conduct in-situ audits of
Subcontractor’s TRAs

36.

Submit electrical tool and residual current
device (RCD) inspection and tagging records to

Completed

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

John Holland
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No

Requirement

Timing

How to be
provided to JH

37.

Submit inspection and maintenance records for

Monthly

Online via Asite

Monthly

Online via Asite

Monthly

Online via Asite

all static/mobile plant to John Holland
38.

Submit scaffold inspection records to John
Holland

39.

Submit Subcontractor Energy, Water and
Waste Report to John Holland accompanied by

Completed

☐
☐
☐

receipts, dockets and other records to enable
verification of consumption
40.

Submit WHS Statistics Report to John Holland

Monthly

Online via Asite

41.

Provide records of all lifting gear inspections to

Quarterly

Online via Asite

6 Monthly

Online via Asite

John Holland
42.

Register of Work at Height Equipment including
records of inspections and tagging
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14 Appendices
Attachments and reference documents
Appendix

Title

Document No.

1

GMR 1 Traffic, Plant and People

JHG-STD-WHS-001

GMR 2 Excavation and Trenching

JHG-STD-WHS-002

GMR 3 Lifting Operations

JHG-STD-WHS-003

GMR 4 Electrical Safety

JHG-STD-WHS-004

GMR 5 Work at Height

JHG-STD-WHS-005

GMR 6 Wellbeing

JHG-STD-WHS-006

GMR 7 Temporary Works

JHG-STD-WHS-007

GMR 8 Isolation

JHG-STD-WHS-008

GMR 9 Environmental Management

JHG-STD-WHS-009

GMR 10 Work on Rail

JHG-STD-WHS-010

2

Activity Method Statement Example

N/A

2a

Task Risk Assessment Worksheet (TRA)

JH-FRM-SQE-006-05

2b

Task Risk Assessment (TRA) SWMS Initial Review

JH-FRM-SQE-006-06

2c

Task Risk Assessment (TRA) Audit Form

JH-FRM-SQE-006-07

2d

Start Card Sample Format

JH-FRM-WHS-00608

3

Hazard Inspection Report

JH-FRM-WHS-00602

4

Incident Notification and Investigation Report (ICAM)

JH-FRM-SQE-010-01

5

Plant Hazard Risk Assessment Worksheet (PHA)

JH-FRM-PAE-001-03

5a

Condition of Plant-Pre Acceptance Checklist- General

JH-FRM-PAE-001-65

5b

Plant and Equipment Register

JH-FRM-PAE-001-02

6

Chemical Register

JH-FRM-SQE-011-02

7

Confined Space Entry Permit

JH-FRM-WHS-00902

7a

Confined Space Evaluation Form

JH-FRM-WHS-00901

8

Work at Height Permit

JH-FRM-WHS-01101

8a

Work Box Permit

JH-FRM-WHS-01102

8b

Harness and Lanyard Inspection Checklist

JH-FRM-WHS-01110

8c

Working from Ladder Permit

JH-FRM-WHS-01103

9

Excavation and Trenching Permit

JH-FRM-WHS-01001
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9a

Excavation and Trenching Inspection Checklist

JH-FRM-WHS-00617

10

Lifting Equipment Register

JH-FRM-WHS-03014

10a

Pre-Lift Start Card

JH-FRM-WHS-03002

11

Simple Isolation Permit

JH-FRM-WHS-00702

11a

Complex Isolation Permit

JH-FRM-WHS-00703

12

Electrical Equipment Test and Tag Register

JH-FRM-WHS-02901

13

Subcontractor Energy, Water and Waste Report

JH-FRM-ENV-002-01

13a

Water Discharge Permit

JH-FRM-ENV-001-01

13b

Clearing Permit

JH-FRM-ENV-001-02

13c

Out of Hours Work Permit

JH-FRM-ENV-001-03

14

Hot Work Permit

JH-FRM-WHS-03201

15

Injury Register and Notification Form

JH-FRM-WHS-00501

16

Core Holing Permit

JH-FRM-WHS-01002

17

Pre-Start Meeting Record

JH-FRM-WHS-00403

17a

Toolbox Meeting Record

JH-FRM-WHS-00401

18

Monthly WHS Statistics Report

JH-FRM-SQE-009-01

Appendix 1
Appendix 2
Appendix 3
Appendix 4
Appendix 5
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